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Volume LXXXXVI No. 29 In Our 96th Year
Tobacco Allotments
For 1975 Announced
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) today
announced the acreage allot-
ments for the 1975 crops of
Kentucky - Tennessee fire-
citrell -end dark air-clired
tobacco.
For the 1975 crop of Kentucky
- Tennessee fire
-cured (Types
22 and 23) tobacco, USDA an-
nounced a national acreage
allotment of 33,072 acres. The
1974 allotment was 29,609 acres.
For dark air-cured (Types 35
and 36) tobacco, a national
acreage allotment of 12,025
acres was announced for 1975.
The 1974 allotment was 11,093
acres.
Acreage allotments for farms
producing Kentucky - Ten-
nessee fire-cured will be about
12.5 per cent higher, and dark
air-cured allotments will be
about 10 per cent higher, when
compared to last year While
most farms will have increased
acreage, some farms on which
the acreage history of these
kinds of tobacco in recent years
has been substantially below
the farm's allotment, the 1975
allottnent will be recluc-a` More
in line with plantings, as
provided by law. Notices
showing the 1975 allotments for
individual farms will be mailed
to farm operators in the near
future by local agricultural
stabilization and conservation
committee.
As in the past, small acreage
of each kind of tobacco has been
reserved for establishing
allotments for farms having no
tobacco history during the past
five years, for correcting errors
and for adjusting inequities.
In referendums held in
February 1973, growers of these
kinds of tobacco approved
marketing quotas on the 1973,
1974 and 1975 crops. These kinds
of tobacco are grown prin-
cipally in Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
Paul Ott To Be Featured
At 1.13L's Eagle Weekend
Paul Ott, lifelong con-
servationist, dedicated sport-
sman, student naturalist, and a
self-taught musician and
talented producer, will be the
featured speaker at the fifth
annual "Great American
Weekend - Eagles '75" at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park, February 21-23.
The weekend is sponsored by
the Kentucky Department of
Parks in conjunction with Land
Between The Lakes, TVA's
Parent-Child
Course Starts
On Wednesday
The Parent-Child Toy-
Lending Library Course of the
Murray State University's 1,-ife
and Learning Series will begin
Wednesday, February 5, at 3:30
ra, in. in Room 302 of the MSU
Library, located on North 15th
Street.
June W. Smith and J. C.
Hainsworth will lead the
discussions for the course which
will meet once each week until
April 1. A minimal $2.00 ad-
ministration fee will be charged
for the eight weeks course.
The course is primarily
designed for parents of
preschool children.
Basic toys will be used to
teach different concepts and to
enhance language develop-
ment. At the course sessions,
parents learn to work with the
toys and games and then
borrow them to take home to
use with their own children.
After completing the course,
parents are free to borrow these
toys, as well as additional toys,
just as one would borrow a book
from a library. For each toy,
there are easy-to-follow
directions for several learning
activities that teach specific
concepts and skills. A large
variety toys are available,
many of which have been
donated by America's leading
toy manufacturers.
At the course sessions,
parents view filmstrips showing
several different adults playing
the games with their children.
Those taking the course
practice playing the games and
discuss the methods involved.
Course sessions are also
planned to allow plenty of time
for parents to discuss their own
problems relating to education
or child growth.
Weather Forecast
Cool with rain likely today
and tonight. High today in the
mid to upper 40s, low tonight in
the mid 30s. Continued cloudy
and cool with slight chance of
rain Wednesday, high in the up-
per 30s to low 4(s.
Outlook Thursday through
Saturday: Cloudy with chance
Of.- showers Thursday. .Pastly.
cloudy-Friday arid Saturday.
Cooling trend throughout the
period. High in the 3(S. LOWS in
the 20s Friday, lowering to the
teens by Saturday.
outdoor recreation and en-
vironmental education center in
western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
Ott, nationally known for
having produced numerous
television announcements for
the National Wildlife
Federation, is presently Public
Relations Director for NWF at
Dixie Springs, Mississippi. He
has appeared on several
national radio and television
programs, one of which was
NBC's First Tuesday. He has
also appeared on the popular
country music radio show, the
Grind Ole Opry in Nashville,
Tennessee.
Ott's popularity began when
he was the television host for a
weekly wildlife show in the
southeastern part of the United
States. This show and his
singing messages in the form of
60-second public service an-
nouncements about con-
servation programs triggered
many requests from all over the
South for his appearance as an
after-dinner speaker. He blends
his message with a combination
of singing, accompanied by
wildlife sounds and film with
humorous outdoor stories that
reflect his philosophies.
Many honors and awards
have been bestowed on Paul Ott
for his sincere efforts in con-
servation. He was cited as
outstanding affiliate officer by
the 31/2 million members of the
National Wildlife Federation for
his work as president of the
Mississippi Wildlife Federation.
He was presented the National
Meritus Service Award by the
National Garden Clubs of
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NOT EVEN A WEEK - Signs erected by the Murray Street Department at the entrances to
Murray were short-lived as vandals downed them within a week after they were put up. All but
two of the seven signs were made victims of the vandals, according to Mayor John Scott, who
said no decision has been made as to whether to put the signs back. The signs cost the city
about 340 each.
Siad Photo by David Hal
Kentucky Has -Good Chance
Of Getting Project, Carroll Says
FEtANICFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Gov. Julian Carroll has said
Kentucky has a good chance of
getting a new $237 million proj-
ect for converting coal into a
clean, synthetic fuel and is
working on another one.
Kentucky is one of four Ap-
palachian states in the running
for a demonstration plant to
which the federal guseinnient
has agreed to pay $237 million,
Carroll said Monday.
It is unrelated to the $80 mil-
lion coal liquefaction plant al-
ready approved for the Cat-
lettsburg area as a joint effort
including private industry and
the federal and state govern-
ments. Two-thirds of the money
for that project will come from
Washington while Kentucky will
pay up to $6,4 million.
State Development Secretary
Dee Akers said Kentucky also
was looking into a new coal re-
finement process some experts
think is "better than any we
have seen to date." He said
planning was not far enough
along on the project to give any
specifics.
Human Relations Course Offered
To Local Government Workers
A course in Effective Human
Relations will be offered free of
* charge to all employees of city
and county government offices
in the Murray-Calloway County
area.
The course, especially
designed for public employees,
will begin Thursday, February
20, at 7:00 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Department, and
will be conducted in six weekly
sessions, two hours each. The
objective of the course is to help
public employees become more
effective in working with people
both inside and outside their
respective offices.
This course is one of the
results of a research conducted
by the Management Depart-
ment, Murray State University,
under a Title I grant of the
Higher Education Act. Dr. Roy
Kirk is the research project
director, and Dr. Rex F.
Galloway is the project coor-
dinator.
"Effective Human Relations"
will, be taught by Dr. Jane
Wells. Assistant Professor in
the- Department -- of
Management, Min-ray State
University Dr. Wells has been a
member of the Management
faculty for eleven years. She
earned both the Master of
Business Administration
Degree and the Ph. D. Degree
from Indiana University.
All public employees who are
Dr. Jane Wells
itIterested in improving their
skills in human relatiOns are
most cordially invited to attend
the classer,„ anl-pairsons may -
- enroll by cantruz 762-2094 Mt-
ween 8,00 a.m. and 430 p.m.
Monday through Friday, a
spokesman said, adding there
are no enrollment fees
Carroll and Akers made their
statements at a news confer-
ence in which Carroll an-
nounced appointment of Louis-
ville businessman John Y.
Brown Jr. as unsalaried chair-
man of a newly established
Governor's Economic Develop-
ment Commission. Carroll also
announced then he was naming
Larry Townsend, a business as-
sociate of Brown's, as his com-
merce Commissioner to suc-
ceed Damon Harrison, who will
join C,arroll's planning office.
Carroll said the new $237 mil-
lion project would use both the
gasification and liquefaction
processes, which produce gas
Movement Seeks
To Turn LBL To
National Park
CADIZ, Ky. APi-A group
called the "Between the Lakes
Conunittee" is circulating a pe-
tition in six western Kentucky
counties urging that operation
of the Land Between the Lakes
recreational area be taken
away from the Tennessee Val-
ley Authority.
TVA's operation of the area.
the petition charges, has re-
sulted in "total destruction of
the confidence of the peopa in
the integrity of and motives of
TVA
The movement flared up fol-
lowing TVA's formal request
for control of some Trigg Coun-
ty roads located between Ken-
tucky lake and Lake Barkley.
Promoters at the group's or-
ganizational meeting Sunday
said they were concerned that
TVA might close roadways
leading to cemeteries in the
LEI, area.
The petition, which TVA offi-
cials in Knoxville said had not
been brought to their attention,
accused the agency of "devas-
tation of a people and culture.
continued devastation of trees .
. . by cutting of timber for lum-
ber and pulpwood operations
(and) assuring the loss of the
wild turkey flocks that date
from colonial days."
A spokesman for the group
said the petition would be sent
to Kentucky and Tennessee
congressmen.
-The LIM area, 'Bente- TIM
began acquiskinn oi theirroPel-
ty, separated the Tennessee
and Cumberland rivers, and
more than 900 familietf lived a
the section.
and oil. But it also will pro-
duce a third level of fuel called
"char," which he said also was
a valuable coal substitui.e.
Akers explained later char is
the powdery of solid residue re-
maining from the other proc-
esses and which still can be
burned at what is believed to
be a relatively pollution-free
The U.S. Department of Inte-
rior has awarded a contract for
the project but the site has not
been selected, Akers said.
Akers said he felt the project
could be located anywhere in
eastern Kentucky because that
was the type coal found in the
other three states also being
considered, all in the Ap-
palachian area.
"We are going after this
plant and our chances of get-
ting it are very good." Carroll
declared.
"Not only does Kentucky
need this plant, the nation
needs the plant where the coal is
-- and that is Kentucky," he
said. "The fulfillment of our op-
portunity as a provider of the
energy needs of much of the
nation lies in the development
of Kentucky's coal reserves."
Kentucky apparently got into
(See Co.!, Page 10)
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President Indicates
Possible Compromise
On Tax-Ca Measures
WASHINGTON I AP) - Pres-
ident Ford, already put on no-
tice by congressional Demo-
crats that his budget proposals
will undergo substantial modi-
fication, indicated today he
may be willing to compromise
with Congress on tax-cut legis-
lation.
"As far as we've been able to
determine the details of the
(House) Ways and Means Com-
mittee tax package is not too
far from what we propose," • While the Ways and Means
Ford said in comments relayed"' panel hammered out the tax
to reporters in Atlanta by cut bill, lawmakers were study-
White House Press Secretagy-ing Ford's 9349 billion budget
Ron Nessen. that he submitted Monday for
Ford arrived in Atlanta Mon- the next fiscal year.
day for a two-day visit that in-
cluded a meeting Monday with
a group of Southeastern gover-
nors and today with editors and
broadcasters from five South-
ern states. Nessen relayed to
reporters Ford's remarks to the
off-the-record meeting with the
editors and broadcasters.
The House Ways and Means
Committee voted Monday night
in favor of a $8.4 billion tax cut
for individuals this year and
was scheduled today to take up
various proposals for a rebate
of 1974 taxes that Americans
now are calculating on their
Form 10400.
Free Tax Assistance
Offered By Students
Free assistance in preparing
income tax returns is being
offered to students and lower
income taxpayers in the
Murray area by a group of
students at Murray State
University.
Dr. William J. Grasty,
chairman of the Department of
Accounting and Finance, said
the students will be available to
provide assistance at the
following times and places:
From 2 to 5:30 p.m. on
Thursday. Feb. 6, and Thur-
sday, Feb. 20, in Meeting Room
4 of the Waterfield Student
Union Building on the campus
and from 830 a.m. to noon on
Saturday, Feb. 8, and Saturday,
Feb. 22, in the Community
Room of the Federal Savings
and Loan at 608 Main Street.
Additional sessions will be
planned, according to Grasty, if
the demand for assistance
requires them.
Students involved in the
program are members of the
Accounting Society who have
attended a Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance t VITA) class
sponsored by the Internal
Revenue Service and taught by
Dr. Robert Warren of the
Murray State faculty.
Grasty said the VITA
program "provides an excellent
opportunity for these students
to assist taxpayers who have
fairly simple filing
requirements."
The tax cut voted by the pan-
el would primarily benefit fam-
ilies earning less than $20,000 a
year.
Before approving the tax-cut,
the committee rejected a modi-
fied version of Ford's requested
tax cut plan in yet another
demonstration of the Democrat-
ic majority's disapproval of the
President's economic-energy
program.
The clear consensus emerged
that the budget would be re-or-
dered to provide more funding
for social programs while
slashing defense and foreign as-
sistance spending.
Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y.,
while commending the Presi-
dent for facing up to the
-gloomy picture" of inflation
and unemployment, said he
would oppose Ford's proposal
to place a 5 per cent ceiling on
Social Security benefit in-
creases. He also called for at
least $7.8 billion in public serv-
ice job funding, as compared to
the $1.3 billion in Ford's budg-
et.
Gas Rationing Proposal
Ridiculed By President
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - Pres-
ident Ford, after winning-sup-
port from eight Southern gover-
nors in his opposition to gas ra-
tioning, heaped ridicule today
on calls by some Congressional
Democrats for rationing.
In remarks prepared for a
convention of representatives of
Opportunities Industrialization
Centers, which provide job
training and placement, Ford
said rationing recommenda-
tions remind him "of the differ-
ence between washing a car
and having it tuned up.
"Washing a car will make it
look shiny, but it will not make
it rim better."
Ford contended rationing
would penalize lower income
Americans "because those who
needed extra gas would be
forced to buy coupons from
those who use less than the al-
lotment."
He estimated that such trans-
actions would mean that some
Americans would have to pay
up to $1.75 a gallon for gaso-
line.
-Even if it were workable,
gasoline rationing would not go
to the heart of the problem,
which is reducing total oil con-
sumption," the President said.
"Gasoline is only about 40
per cent of a barrel of crude
oil. The gasoline rationing ad-
vocates offer no solution on
how to save on the other 60 per
cent of that barrel of crude."
The eight governors were
unanimous in opposing ratio-
ning at the consumer level, but
many of them remained skepti-
cal about Ford's own energy
proposals.
Owensboro Man To Address
Club At Clergy Observance Here
Jack Keeney, Owensboro. will
address the Murray Civitan
Club at its annual observance of
International Clergy Week,
which is set for February 2-8
this year.
Wayne Williams, club
president, said the Murray
club's observance would be held
at 7:00 p. m. on Thursday,
February 6 at Seven Sea's
Restaurant.
The dates of Clergy Week
were set to include the an-
niversary of the sinking of the
U. S. S. Dorchester during
World War II.
When the Dorchester sank
within 27 minutes of being
torpedoed on February 3, 1943,
four chaplains gave their life
jackets to others and went down
with the ship, arms locked
together and voices raised in
prayer. This heroic deed of
brotherhood and love has been a
source of inspiration to others.
"Civitans all over the , world
ONEINTHEETOMMUNITY SERVICE projects of Boy Scoot Troop 77 is the rnpflaf washing of
ktentai+lealfh Center MK It Irthis9Sperottifort WfuItS éiiibTs ifiTscomq to meeLacr.
vancernent reBuffOmenfs iii !Tie Daily Good Turn ancl-Conirnunity-service. left to right are JoeyGrasty, Doug Crafton, John Hart, John Scherer, Chris Cropper and Steve Scherer. The FourRivers Boy Scout Council is currently conducting its annual fund drive. Ed Chrisman is the coon-
ell's fund drive chairman, Don Henry is the Calloway County chairman and Max Hurt is the ad-
vance gifts chairman
remember the sacrifice-of four
men of God-a rabbi, a priest,
and two ministers-who gave
their lives that others might
live," said President Williams
of the Murray Civitan Club.
"We want this to be a special
time of saying 'Thank you' to
our servants of God right here
in Murray."
The four chaplains who gave
their lives for others on the
Dorchester were George L. Fox
and Clark V. Poling, the
Protestants; John P.
Washington, the Roman
Catholic: and Alexander D.
Goode, the Jew.
The national observance in
the United States will be held
February 2, in Atlanta,
Georgia.
Mrs. Gerald Ford, America's
first lady, is honorary chairman
of the event in the United States
In accepting the chairmanship
of the Civitan Event, she said,
"We sometimes fear today that
religion is losing its influence on
our way of life. I hope this is not
so, for this country was founded
by men who left Europe and
came here to worship God in
their own way. Catholics, Jews
and Protestants made this
country as it is, united under
God. And so it is fitting that we
should pay tribute, during In-
ternational (lergy Week, to the
four chaplains who by their
example emphasized the daily
sacrifices and devotion shown
by our clergy throughout their
lives."
The Albuquerque, New
Mexico Civitan Club originated
the idea of honoring the four
chaplains in mid-1960. Since
then Civitans have spread the
original plan to show ap-
preciation to all clergymen.
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They came to dinner
but their hosts didn't
re.
By Abigail Van Buren
4c NM?. CANN* Tramme4l. Y. News 55g lac
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a construction worker
George rarely meets a man on his job with whom he cares to
socialize, so I was quite surprised when he told me he had
become friendly with a co-worker who wanted us to come to
his home for dinner on Saturday night.
I told George that I thought a dinner invitation ought to
come from the man's wife, so he mentioned it to the man,
and his wife called me and made it official for 7 o'clock.
George and I arrived promptly. They live in a lovely new
home, nicely furnished. She served a cocktail, then ushered
us into the dining room where the table was beautifully
set -for TWO! 
--
I couldn't believe my eyes, so I asked: "Aren't you people
eating. too?- She said: "Oh, no, we always eat at 6 and are
in bed by 10."
She served my husband and me while her husband sat in
the other room. I've never felt so uncomfortable in all my
-  
_ Aker dinner, well had an after-stkiner drink and talked.
I kept my eye on my watch. remenibering their 10 o'clock
 A.
At 9:30 we said our goodbyes, thanking them for the
lovely evening.
My question: Should I return the dinner invitation, and,
knowMg they eat at 6, should I specify that time? And if so.
should I serve them separately and have a late lunch
ourselves' Or should we all eat together? DUMB ME
DEAR DUMB: Reciprocate with a 6 o'clock dinner. Eat
together, and be sure you don't forget their 10 o'clock
curfew. After you reciprocate, you should know whether you
and your husband have enough in common with this couple
to want to see them again.
COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Tuesday, February 4
Junior recital of Robert
Foster, Murray, baritone, will
be at 8:15 p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
MSU.
Ellis Center will open for
Senior Citizens at ten a.m, with
tablegames to start at 1:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Retired Teachers will meet at
the Ellis Community Center at
tyro p. m.
District 17 of Licensed
Practical Nurses will meet in
the conference room of Murray-
Calloway County Hospital at
seven p. m.
Baptist Women of First
Baptist Church will meet in
Adult I Assembly Room of the
church at nine a. m.
DEAR ABBY: Can anyone possibly have too many
friends? We are both near 80. and have a big house because
we raised a big family. We dearly love to have our children
and grandchildren come back to visit, and we'd be lonesome
if they didn't. but our relatives bring their friends, and our
friends bring their relatives and I'm lucky if I get a chance
to change the sheets before another crowd appears.
We have a good garden but I have to give away the
surplus because all this company never gives me a chance to
can.
We do love thern,-A15by,"butTi-nri dreadfulWi—lrearromall
that marketing. housekeeping and cooking. Is there a
tactful way to slow down their visits without stopping them
completely? TIRED 1N VERMONT
DEAR TIRED: Your problem isn't the number of guests
you have, it's the number of non-cootributing guests. Tell
them you dearly love their visits, but they will have to pitch
in and help with the marketing, cooking and housekeeping.
And anyone who's there during canning season can expect
to help with the canning, too'
DEAR ABBY! This is in reply to "TORN,- who resisted
accepting her husband's 12-year-old son into the
second-time-around family, His real mother didn't want
him because he was a problem
Although I've never been asked to accept a stepsorr.Tve
been a foster mother, and have taken several "problem"
adolescent "sons- into my home to mingle with my .own
teen-agers. It can work out well for everyone, but it takes a
lot of love, love, and more love,
mean the kind of love that makes a boy know that he is
a worthwhile person-not just a problem kid who had come
to be "reformed- by us. We are even more patient with a
foster child because we realize that he's been through a lot
of unhappiness for his young years. (Otherwise why would
he need a home?1 But we let him know that we think he:s
got the stuff to overcome the problems of his past.
You can bet there is always plenty of jealousy and
infighting among the children, but we apply the same rules
to our -new- sons as we apply t.21 our own. When foster
children gain confidence and security it does wonders for
their behavior.
I hope "TORN- reads this, and opens up her heart to her
problem stepson. BEEN THERE IN GEORGIA
DEAR BEEN: So do I. You're • real Georgia peach!
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding,"
send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long. self-addressed, stamped
120(1 envelope.
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Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Durwood Beatty
at ten a. m.
Group II of First' Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home-of Mrs. A. B. Austin with
Mrs. Jewell Evans as cohostess
at two p. m. and Mrs. Del
Fleming as program leader.
Jessie Ludwick Circle of First
Presbyterian Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Charles
Moffett at 1:30 p. m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
Hale Chapel at ten a. m. with
Dr. David C. Roos as speaker. A
coffee will be held at 9:30 a. m.
and the executive board will
meet at nine am.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at seven p. m. at the Health
Center.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p m.
Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at the
club house at 7:30 p. m. with'
Frances Brown, Venda Gibson,
Ruble Smith, Mrs. Raymond
Tidwell, Mrs, Harry McGurk,
and Dr. Janice Hooks as
hostesses.
Wednesday, February 5
Women of Oaks Country Club
will play bridge at 9:30 a.m,
with reservations to be made by
Tuesday noon with Rowena
Emerson, hostess, 753-7583.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Women and Baptist Young
Women will meet at the church
at seven p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. For tran-
sportation call 753-0929 by
eleven a.m.
Wednesday, February 5
Nature's Palette Garden Club
will have an all day meeting
starting at ten a. m. at the Ellis
Community Center. Each one is
to bring a sack lunch with
refreshments and beverages
being furnished.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette lanes at 130
p.m.
Mission organizations of
Spring Creek Baptist Church
will meet at seven p.m. at the
church.
Flint Baptist Church Mission
organizations will meet at seven
p.m. at the church.
Ladies day luncheon for
women of Murray Country Club
will be at noon at the club with
Mrs. Dwain Taylor. phone 753-
8489, as chairman of the
hostesses. Reservations should
be made by Monday noon
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m. with
Mrs. A. W. Simmons as
chairman.
Thursday, February 6
East Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club will meet
at seven p. m. at the school.
Schools at 1:30 p. m.
will show slides of Murray City
Ellis Center with opening time
at ten a m. Margaret Franklin
Senior Citizens will meet at
i--- RaPbst Women of Kirkse:,Church will meet at the churchat seven p in
*4 til.
The Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at ten a. m. at the club
house for a Bridge Prizes
Workshop and at 1:309. m. for
the regular meeting. Hostesses
are Mrs. Ralph Nelson, Mrs. L.
W. Paschall, Miss Maude
Nance, Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale,
and Mrs. Jack Wilcox.
Murray Women of the moose
will meet at the Moose Lodge at
eight p, in.
Film and lecture by Steve
Maslowski on "Wildlife By Day
and Night" will be fourth in the
series of National Audubon
Society to be at the University
School auditorium at seven p.
m. This is open to the public at
no admission charge.
Film, "The Burning Hell,"
will be shown at North Fork
Baptist Church at 7:30 p. m.
Friday, February 7
Youth of Memorial Baptist
Church will leave at-3:10 p.m.
for the Youth Retreat at
Brandon Springs Camp in the
Land Between the Lakes. Call
Bro, Ron Hampton for in-
formation.
The Golden Age Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church with Mary
Lamb, Lillian Hicks, and
Robbie Harrison as hostesses. A
potluck luncheon will be served
at noon
Art Exhibit of Carol Beesley,
University of Oklahoma faculty
member will open at the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, MSU, and run through
February 28.
Senior Art Exhibits of
Kathleen Gam, Dunkirk,
Jeanne subsam, Owensboro,
and Melvina Adams, Murray,
will open at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
MSU, and run through
February 19,
The Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors will meet at
the Holiday Inn at 11:30 a. m.
Saturday, February 8
Pancake Breakfast will be
held by the Murray High School
Student Council from 6:30 to
11:30 a. m. at the school
cafeteria. The charge of $1.50
for all one can eat will be made
with children under six free.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will have
a luncheon meeting at the
Murray Woman's Club House at
twelve noon.
"Young-at-Hearts" dinner for
members of Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ seventy years
young or older will be at the
church at six p. m., sponsored
by the Young Marrieds Class
taught by Bro. John Dale.
Sunday, February 9
Joint senior recital of Pippa
Downing, Louisville, piano, and
Pamela Sue Rudd, Madison-
ville, soprano, will be at 3:30 p
m. at Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
I he 14 kw... •
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Wedding Planned
Miss Janet Lee Usrey
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin C. Usrey of Murray Route One announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,Janet Lee, to Dale Brian Arnold, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H.
Arnold of Murray Route Six.
The bride-elect is presently a senior at Calloway County' HighSchool. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Usrey and
Mr. and Mrs. Orfield Byrd.
Mr. Arnold is presently serving in the United States Air Force
and is in transit from George AFB, California, to Thailand. He is a1973 graduate of Calloway County High School and attended
Murray State University.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, February 21, at sixp.m. at the West Fork Baptist Church in Stella. The reception willfollow at the church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent and all friends arid
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
Antique Show Will
Be This Weekend,
Frankfort Center
The sixth semiannual Central
Kentucky Antique Show and
Sale, to be held the weekend of
February 8-9 in Frankfort's
Sports and Convention Center,
will feature merchandise of
selected antique dealers from
eight stirred-Wing states.
Tiffany-type lamps, clocks,
coin silver, copper kettles,
pocket knives, quilts, cut glass,
china and furniture of many
styles including Colonial and
Victorian, will be among the
antiques for sale and display.
Craft items will feature
earthenware plates, mugs and
buttermilk pitchers; and candy
containers, Gibson girl
mementos, mechanical banks,
bottles, Coca-Cola trays and
insulators are to be among the
other collectables.
Saturday's session will begin
at 11:00 a. m. and run until 9:00
p. m. Sunday, the show will be
open from 1:00 to 6:00 p. m.
Admission is 81.50 per person.
More information on the
Central Kentucky Antique Show
and Sale may be obtained by
writing Trudy Laing, 6161/2A
Hawkins Drive, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.
BE HONEST
WITH YOUR HEALTH
Too often, people will try to convince
themselves that very evident symptoms of an
illness do not really exist or will disappear
if they will Just forget about them. This type
of attitude can only lead to more serious
problems In the long run. A di  in its
earliest stages is usually much easier to treat
nod cure.
y Most often Your
Never be afraid to find oul about some-
thing that is bothering ou
doctor will be able to diagnose your problem
. . 
quickly. Then, not Only will you be feeling
better physically but you will have great men
tal relief as well.
104 N 5th
We Are Now Open On Sundays
from 1.00 p.m. until 5: 00 p.m.
Free Dellvery-No Service Charge
• Open 63 Hours Per Week
3 Registered Full Time Pharmacists
753-1340
Clinic Pharmacy
Tommy Chrisp,
Darold Kekar, R.Fitr7
Steve Compton,
Murray, Ky 42071
Of Interest To
Senior
Citizens
&yore Fronklin
To Give Progrom
For Senior Citizens
Mrs. Margaret Franklin,
supervisor of Murray City
Schools, will present a program
at 1:30 p. m. on Thursday,
February 6, at the Ellis Corn-
munity Center for the Senior
Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County.
The supervisor will show
slides of the city schools.
The Center will open at ten a.
m, for other activities by senior
citizens.
On Friday shopping day will
be in the downtown area and
Big K at one p. m.
Alan Blaustein, Pam Pryor,
and Bill Mayberry of the Senior
Citizens will appear on the
Murray State TV Show at five p.
m. on Channell 11 cablevision.
Suburban Homemakers Hear
Lesson By Mrs. Hancock At Meet
The Suburban Homemakers
Club held its January meeting
in the home of the club
president, Mrs. Holmes Dunn,
212 South Twelfth Street, who
presided at the meeting. •
Mrs. Max Farley gave the
devotion reading her scripture
from I Thessalonians 5:15 and
John 15:1-2, Mrs. Prentice Dunn
gave the financial report, read
the minutes, and called the roll
with all ten members present
answering the roll by giving the
name of a neighbor helped with
homemaker information in the
past year.
Three visitors Were Mrs: Billy
Wessel, Mrs. Margaret Hicks,
and Mrs. Marge Lynch.
Lesson topics for the coming
year were discussed and
selected.
Mrs. Roy Hancock presented
the lesson on "Barged° and
Macrame Purses." She showed
several samples of her work
and a purse she had partially
completed.
Games were led by Mrs. Max
Farley. Refreshments of pie,
coffee, and cake were served by
Mrs. Dunn and the cohostess,
Mrs. Prentice Dunn.
The next meeting will be held
Monday, February 10, at seven
p. m. in the home of Mrs.
Prentice Dunn, 1715 Olive, with
Mrs. Max Farley as cohostess.
garden Members
Plan Workshop
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have a Bridge Prizes Workshop
at ten a. m. on Thursday,
February 6, at the club house.
Mrs. Lenvel Yates will be In
charge of the workshop.
The regular business meeting
will be held at 1:30 p. m. with
the chairman, Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, presiding.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Ralph
Nelson, Mrs. L. W. Paschall,
Miss Maude Nance, Mrs.
Dewey Ragsdale, and Mrs.
Jack Wilcox.
Edgar Cayce, psychic
counselor and healer, was born
near Hopkinsville in 1877.
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AMERICAN NATONAL ENTERPRISES INC PRESENTS
The Academy Award Winner
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The exciting true story of a vanishing american
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Bro. Hampton, Dr. Roos, Baptist Young Women Meet With Mrs. Mathis; Mrs. Moody, Speaker
FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 '11tA
A less stimulating day than
you may wish, but you can
cover a lot of ground by plan-
ning wisely and elminating all
nonessentials from your pro-
gram.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Planetary influences,
auspicious, stimulate your
ingenuity, good humor, af-
fability and precision. Anything
less than your best won't give
others the picture of the REAL
you.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 114P1-
Your intuition should be
strong now; double-check to
make sure you are not
forgetting small details, and all
should go well. Romance
favored.
CANCER jak—
( June 22 to July 23) sc./-Continuing good influences
stimulate efforts and top-level
thinking. Check possibilities for
making sound investments.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 1/211g
Exercise your capabilities to
keep the good things going, to
preserve order and to maintain
a high degree of attainment.
Straightforward action will
command respect.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RP
Pay no attention to dissenters
and pessimists. Go about your
work and other activities with
good will and a bit of finesse.
You can have an unusually
satisfactory day.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ii-r1
 
 Good planetary influences! A
—1.--Sme to "dress up" old ideas and
methods and make them more
practical. Your artistry and
creativity stimulated.
_SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. se) nt,4
Don't try to buck present
trends or you may find yourself
at unhappy variance with
associates who could be helpful.
Scrutinize all offerings care-
fully.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )lerfki10.
Past achievements can be
correctly appraised now—for
what to do and what NOT to do
in the future. Your ingenuity
will show you how tii.caPitalue
on experience.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ViOr
With a little added vigor and
determination, and a well-
arranged schedule, you can
propel yourself further toward
ultimate aims. Emphasize
optimism!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
''15''15Capitalize on your artistic
talents and handle your
obligations in a productive way
and you will reap fine returns.
This day has many fine ad-
vantages, benefits.
PISCES..
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i X
Planets fairly generous, but
here and there are traps to
beset the off-guard individual.
Be firm about going forward,
but as diligent in detecting
flaws.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
bright, alert mind and unusual
physical dexterity. Your en-
thusiasm for life and all that it
holds knows no bounds, and you
are always eager and ready to
accept new ideas. Normally a
cooperative worker and part-
ner, you may, however, go
about things in your own way at
times, forgetting others con-
cerned in your plans. In fact,
you can be extremely erratic
and unsystematic in your
methods, but you DO get things
done eventually. Procras-
tination is one of the traits you
MUST learn to conquer; also a
tendency toward excessive
volubility. Under ordinary
circumstances, you are clear-
sighted and realistic but, when
your emotions take over, your
mental vision becomes blurred,
and judgment suffers. Your
talents are many but you
probably would be happiest in
the fields of literature, music,
painting, science or politics.
Birthdate of: Adlai Stevenson,
Amer. statesman.
The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
held its regular January dinner
meeting at 6:30 p. m. at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Bro. Ronald Hampton,
assistant pastor at Memorial
Baptist Church, entertained
with several numbers while
accompanying himself at the
piano. He was introduced by
Mrs. Connie White.
Mrs. Euple Ward, club
member and director of the
NEEDLINE, spoke on the
program of the NEEDLINE
which has been established here
in Murray. She said they were
making great strides forward
but are still struggling finan-
cially. Many local citizens have
Sunshine Club
Meets, Home,
Mrs. Easley
The home of Mrs. Linda
Easley was the scene of the
January meeting of the Sun-
shine Homemakers Club with
the president, Mrs. Patty
Sheridan, presiding.
Mrs. Easley gave the
devotion. Mrs. Nona Tabers,
secretary, called the roll, read
the minutes, and gave the
financial report.
Presenting the program were
DECA members from the
Murray Vocational School who
demonstrated a contest on gift
wrapping which will be given at
a later meeting. They also gave
an interesting talk on various
activities of the Distributive
Education Class.
DECA members par-
ticipating were Rita Watkins,
Cindy Bennett, Rita Kimbro,
and Donna Tabers.
At the noon hour a buffet
lunch was served.
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, February 18, at 9:30 a.
m. at the home of Nona Tabers.
----Flosise inventory
The number of unsold new
homes is increasing along
with prices. The U.S. Dept. of
Housing and Urban Develop-
ment pegs the average cost of
a new home at a record S35,-
000, up 50 per cent over the
last three years while the
number of housing units ci
ther under construction or
completed, but unsold, is re.
ported at its highest level
since 1968.
WEDNESDAY STARTING AT 4 O'CLOCK
FOR MOM and DAD
&urger Chef's Big Shef • . The giant of a
sandwich with two all but' patties, a sllc• of
chttes•, shredded lettvc• and tartar sauce all
on a special Big Shef Bun, crisp golden fries,
a luscious turnover and a refreshing soft
drink, all at a special low price.
Reg. 930
*Pao
Murray-Mayfield
Plus—
/galloons,
Hand Puppets
and lets
more.
For Kids; it's FUNMEAL'
A COMPLETE MEAL
At A Low Family
Fun Nit. Pric•.
Reg. 83 Volvo
There more to like
at Burger Chet
•—• • = =I=
been helped by this service.
Dr. David Roos, chairman of
the NEEDLINE-ettramittee and
pastor of the First Chirstian
Church, showed a film on -Tell
Me Where To Turn" which was
enlightening, interesting and
though provoking. Dr. Roos
spoke of the many people who
use the organization each day
and how it has helped many
persons both as an information
and referral service.
Mrs. Ward who was in-
troduced by Mrs. Opal Roberts
introduced Dr. Roos.
The Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church met
Tuesday, January n, at 7:30
p.m at the home of 'Freya
Ivlathis, with Mary Holland,
president, presiding.
After the prayer calendar and
scripture reading, the group
decided to provide the patients
at the Murray-Calloway County
Convalescent Division with
potted plants as the mission
action project for the month.
Those not able to visit the
hospital will write letters to the
servicemen of the church
during the next month.
The day and time of the
group's monthly meeting was
Four-Ounce
Heart Pop
Strip
33t
Delicious red candy lollipops with yum-
my icing and funny greetings make a big
hit with kids on Valentine's Day!
19-0unce Bag
Spicy Hearts
Tender, spicy fla- 13vors make these jel-ly Ctreat!hearts a ..favon te
6 3/8-Ounce
Boxed
Chocolate
1 4
Beautiful heart contains all-milk
chocolate assortment consisting of
8 flavors of creme centers, cherry.
ratroberry, mapre, caramel, mint,
vanilla, coconut and chocolate.
Boxed Valentines
48 valentines
and 48 enve- p
lopes, 
includ67 
-
ing a card for
teacher!
60-Count
Boxed Valentines
60-, valentines
with envelopes 7c
to send your fa-
vorite friends! .
Valentine playboo,
full of valent in,
and games. ' -
pieces.
Individual
Valentine
Cards ri4....(4".
e
1 5c:1c'
Up
cm-9_9 
M
on.
-$4. tptdonnono
1-6 Sun.
discussed, and it was decided to
change the day to Thursday and
the time to seven p.m .
East Bemanteg
PTC Plans Meet
The East Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club will meet
Thursday, February 6, at seven
p. m. at the school.
James McCall's physical
education class will present a
tumbling act for the program.
All parents, teachers, and
interested persons are invited to
attend, said Hal Winchester,
president of the Pit.
beginning with next month's
meeting.
Mrs. Reita Moody was guest
speaker at the meeting and
presented an interesting
program on how cultural
changes have affected family
life.
Delicious refreshments were
served by Mrs. Mathis at the
close of the meeting. Those
attending were Genevieve
Adams, Cindy Ragsdale,
Debbie Newell, Debbie Settle,
Carolyn Burgett, Treva Mathis,
Mary Holland, Ruth Ann Hook,
Judy Kaufman, Jackie
Harrison, and Mrs. Moody.
The next meeting will be held
One-half pound 97
of delicious
milk chocolate
overed cremes
1-Lb.Bag
Jelly 63
c
Hearts
Deliciously flavored
jellies dusted with
sparkling sugar from
Curtiss.
%.
Toy Poodle
with Large Candy Heart
Cute plush puppy with 31/2-ounces
,rns "%sr of solid milk chocolate in pretty11. -
• foil wrapper.
ia
Give a gift of delicious Brach or
Brock candies! Richly coated in
either milk Of dark chocolate, as-
sortments include creme centers,
nougat, and dipped nuts.
on Thursday, February 20 at
seven p.m., at the home of
Genevieve Adams.
French toostwiches
Here's a filling new sand-
end) with great taste and tots
of protein—place two slices of
summer sausage (three if
they are the smaller variety)
and your favorite cheese be-
tween two slices of bread. Dip
the bread into egg and milk
mixture as you would for
French toast and cook
frying pan or on greased
cookie sheet in hot oven until
crisp and lightly browned.
turning once
hoose beautifully foiled
3/i-ounce solid milk
chocolate heart, or 31/4-
ounce tray of sotid end
hollow milk rihneotata
hearts from Frankford, or
•--ir /2;-Oliffa—bag of cut,
conversation hearts iron-,
Curtiss.
Candy Heart
Assortment
Choose from these all-time favor-
ites! An 11-ounce bag of cinnamon
imperial hearts or an 11-ounce bag
of small conversation hearts from
Brach, or a 13-ounce bag of mello-
cremes from Curtiss.
Choose sweets for your sweet. Pick Brach's as-
sortment of milk and dark chocolate with creme,
nougat, caramel, nuts, toffee, and jellies. Or for
a delightful surprise get a frilly heart with a de-licious assortment of milk and dark. chocolatesfrom Deran.
- Bel-Air Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parking
Equal Opportunity Employer — Limit Rights Reserved
753-8777
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Guest Editorial
Teen-age Drunk Drivers
A new study on teen-age drinking
and driving is bad news for anyone
who cares about the future of
America's youth.
The survey, taken at a cost of
$100,000 for the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration,
concludes:
"There is an alarming amount of
drinking and driving taking place
among a large mainstream group of
United States Youth.
"In fact, high sehool students are
in contact with alcohol-related
situations almost as often as adults
are today."
AMONG THE STUDY'S other
disturbing findings were:
—Many teen-agers report they
often have driven when they were
"really pretty drunk."
—One-fourth say they have driven
once or twice when they knew they
were too drunk to drive.
—One-fourth have driven three or
more times when drunk: ...
—Thirty-two per ckrit say they
were a passenger at least once a
Sensing The News
month in a car operated by a heavily
drinking driver.
James B. Gregory, the safety
agency's administrator, said of the
report: "I don't know whether you'd
call it surprising, alarming or,
frightening."
WE'D CALL IT ALL THREE.
Since alcohol is involved in half
the nation's highway fatalities,
which totaled 54,600 in 1973, teen-age
drinking clearly- is responsible for -
many ,thousands- of avoidable
deaths.
The problem isn't going to be easy
to handle. The study found that
scare tactics and legal threats did
not discourage youths from drinking
and driving.
Nevertheless it is a problem that
must be tackled jointly by parents,
churches, schools and safety groups.
Otherwise today's teen-age drinking
parties will nurture tomorrow's
alcoholics, tomorrow's killer drivers
and tomorrow's bodies alongside the
highway.
—The Cincinnati Post
Abuse Of Privileges
By Anthony Harrigan
At a time when America's armed forces
need to be strengthened, it is imperative that
the services end those activities which are a
source of irritation to the taxpayers.
Operation of low-cost food, clothing and liquor
stores—commissaries or military ex-
changes—and the provision for "space
available" flights on government aircraft by
military dependents and retired personnel
belong in this category.
There is no reason why the armed services
should be operating stores for active duty and
retired military personnel except at a few
isolated military bases and stations. The
rationale for the commissary and PX in the
old days was that servicemen received
meager salaries. But that day is long gone.
Today, salaries account for 56 per cent of the
defense budget. Americans in uniform don't
need a price "break" on their groceries—or
their alcoholic beverages, for that matter.
Moreover, anyone who lives near a military
base knows that there is great abuse of
commissary privileges. Every 18-year-old
seems to know someone who has a com-
missary card and who can buy a case of beer
at low cost. Men who have been retired from
the service for decades load up on low-cost
or Rio. Yet thoundsands of former military
people and their dependents rely on "space
available" flights for holidays at home and
abroad.
If so much space is truly available, then
there's something seriously wrong with the
operation of military personnel-carrying
aircraft. Flights should be cut back and funds
saved for truly essential military purposes
such as badly needed new combat planes.
Congress should insist that these subsidized
operations be ended or severely restricted.
Ideally, commissioners should be abolished.
If Congress won't do that, then, at the very
least, it should rule that commissaries and
PX facilities are open only to active duty
personnel—and limit the number and types of
offerings.
In the case of -space available" travel, that
should be limited to active duty personnel and
to dependents experiencing family or medical
emergencies. Space available flights should
be completely ended for retired military
people.
The U. S. armed forces face tremendous
needs in this period of inflation. New weapons
systems are required. The services must
invest large sums in the technical education
of personnel. They should make every effort
groceries at the commissary for their holiday to eliminate what is non-essential or open to
parties and other entertainments as we:La&-- legitimate criticism.
weekly food needs. If the serviren won't art Cnnorpww has the
As a result of the spread of commissary duty to 00 so. 
 
privileges, some bases have taken -On the
aspect of discount centers as crowds of
dependents and retired personnel jam them
to make their purchases which are partially
subsidized by the taxpayers.
Equally objectionable are the free airplane
flights enjoyed by dependents and retired
military personnel. No reason exists why the
U. S. government should provide free airline
service for this multitude.
Because a man served 30 years in one of the
services is no excuse for giving him a lifetime
ticket for holiday travel to visit his children in
faraway spots or to take vacations in Madrid
•
Comments From Others
FREDONIA, KANS., CITIZEN: "Being
particularly conscious of the cost of paper,
our main contribution to economy is trying to
conserve paper and gasoline. There are a lot
of things you can carry home under your arm
without a paper sack—or those little string
carryalls are dandy. After all, Ben Frankrm
hit Philadelphia carrying a bun in his pocket,
and made a fortune preaching 'a penny
saved, is a penny earned."
Search For Legislative
Ethics In Shades Of Gray
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — To Albert
Dix, deeply involved in the search for
legislative ethical standards, "It's like a
quest for the Holy Grail."
Dix, publisher of the Frankfort State Jour-
nal, is one of the original members of a
legislative Board of Ethics set up 18 months
ago, composed of seven lawmakers and
citizens.
You get the impression his early optimism
has been tempered by some nagging realities.
"There are a lot of grays, but darn few
black and whites," Dix said.
An observer at an ethics board meeting
sometimes feels he is attending a great books
discussion. Philosophies are argued. Puz-
zlement abounds. Nobody seems to have final
answer to moral niceties.
It took the board six months to get
organized and put together procedure it will
follow in investigating complaints of une-
thical conduct by the 38 Senate and 109 House
members.
The current project is to issue a general
guideline for legislative behavior.
That behavior centers around potential con-
flict of interest. The basic premise is that a
legislator should not use his public position to
benefit his private financial standing,
however that might be done.
Easy to say, and it's already in the statutes,
but how do you apply it' Dix has some clear-
cut hypothetical situations.
If he were a legislator and introduced and
voted for a bill which would benefit news-
papers with circulations under 10,000, then
!her:vaster? eonfliet 79 017•44.1101- r.•
"But if all newspapers got benefits, then I
don't think it creates a 'conflict," Dix said.
The Murray Lecisrer & Times
Editorials and articleS cOntained on this
page are presented for the purpose of giving atpy,,m for the exchange of differing opinions
and ideas
Letters to r he editor in response to
editorials and opinionated articles are en
couraged The editors reserve the right to
condense Or edit letters without changing the
intent of the letter, and the right to relect any
letters to the echior Or ouocc voice items
ODIATiflItT
A V
PAGE
WnICn, fl our opinion, ire not in the best in
West of our readers
Whenever possible, all letters should be
typewritten and dOuble spaced All letters
intended for publication must bear the
signature of the writer
That brings up the case of Sen. Kelsey
Friend. D-Pikeville, who unabashedly pushed
for some black lung legislation in the last
session and happens to be one of the state's
wealthy block lung law practitioners.
The ethics board has been agonizing over
that issue for months, and this week Friend
for the first time may make an appearance to
explain or defend his legislative actions.
There are so many angles to the Friend
matter it is hopeless to sum it all up briefly.
By getting its teeth into a genuine ethics issue
the board may further its understanding of
the elusive aspects.
Dix has come to the conclusion that too
many guidelines may be like too many fences,
hemming in a legislator and keeping him
from normal interaction.
"We could prepare and write down so much
that we could conceivably severely restrict a
legislator's, ability to function," he said. "And
maybe an irresponsible lawmaker could use
those strictures to duck an issue he should be
Facing."
Dix is concerned about the danger of
"disenfranchising the legislator, rendering
him ineffectual."
Anyway, can you decree that all members
of Kentucky's General assembly should be
ethical?
"I think you can legislate minimums," he
said. "You can outline What's good and bad.
After that each case has to be judged on its
merits."
But the shades of gra-y bother 1)1:J:the dff-
--ferent meanings, varying motives, coin-
cidental timings, relevant backgrounds to 
-
-For every solution, I find you darn near
create another problem," he said.
Garrott's Galley
The Life-Style Of Us Kentucky
Hillbillies Ain't Bad At All
By M. C. Garrott
Why is it that people in other areas of the
country think we Kentuckians are a bunch of
bearded, beady-eyed individuals who go
around barefooted in over-ails and an old,
floppy, black hat and packing a gun as if
looking for a mountain shoot-out with a
feuding neighbor?
Apparently a lot of them do. Often we are
called or referred to as "Kentucky hillbillies"
by these poorly informed people. Let's be
patient with them.
A good example is Betty Dickson's ex-
perience in moving to Murray almost two
years ago. Betty is the wife of Dave Dickson,
who manages the Murray operation of The
Tappan Company. Betty and Dave had lived
all of their lives in Mansfield, Ohio, where the
company is headquartered, when they
learned in early summer of 1973 that they
would be moving to Kentucky and to Murray.
Dave had been to Murray on numerous
occasions on Tappan business, but Betty had
never been here. She admits to knowing very
little about Kentucky — much less Murray —
when the moving van arrived.
"Betty, do you mean that you are going
down there and live with all those hillbillies!"
she quotes some of her friends as exclaiming
when they found out she and Dave were
moving. "How on earth will you live? What
will you do?"
When the breadwinner is transferred,
however, the rest of the family simply packs
up and follows along. That's life, especially in
the industrial world, and the Dicksons were
no exception. It wasn't long, though, before
the entire family felt right at home in Murray
and had learned to live their new-found life-
style among the "hillbillies."
Betty hadn't been in Murray long before she
was writing to her friends and former neigh-
bors back in Mansfield describing the way
folks live in Murray. In one letter, she en-
closed a picture of Murray State's new Roy
Stewart Stadium and penned this comment:
"This is where the 'hillbillies' play football —
and on artificial turf, tool" ,
In another, she enclosed pfetires of some of
the homes in Murray with this notation: "By
the way, these are some of the $75,000 and$100,600 homes these 'hillbillies' live in." In
still another, she Wrote: "And you should see
how these 'hillbillies dress! To the gills from
even the most formal drop-in morning coffee
get-togethers to their formal dances." Then in
still another she commented: -There is
hardly anyone around this weekend. They are
all cruising around Kentucky Lake, the
world's largest arrificial lake, in their air-
conditioned houseboats."
If there is one thing I know, Betty wasn't
describing the Garrotts' life-style to her
friends. It is interesting and refreshing,
however, to see the reaction to our way of life
by people moving in from out of state. I love
my life in Murray and lose very little sleep
over being looked upon as a "Kentucky
hillbilly." In fact, I'm proud of it!
0, to be young again!
When I was a youngster, about the longest
trip I had made by the time I was 22 years old
other than back and forth from Mayfield to
Murray was by train to Louisville the day I
was inducted into the Army. Today, our
young people throw a few things in a bag and
race off to all parts of the country — and even
the world —at the drop of a hat.
A good example is Mike Finley, our 20-year-
old neighbor. Mike decided quite suddenly
during his Christmas vacation that he would
go to California and spend some time with his
mother's sister and her family. They live at
Fullerton in the Los Angeles area.
The day after Christmas he caught a bus
out of Paris, made one change in Memphis
and 21,2 days later after a straight-Uvough,
2,300-mile run, he was in Los Angeles. "I
thought we would never get out of Texas!" he
exclaimed, having traveled the state from
Texarkana to El Paso, which is something
like 1,100 miles in itself.
While in Los Angeles, however, he had a
ball, during all the traditional tourist "rub-
ber
-necking and eye-balling" and taking in all
the sights from Disneyland to Universal
Studios in Hollywood.
Now safely back home after another VI
days on the bus and getting into another
semester at Murray State, he said, "I've
never seen so many people and so much
traffic in may life. It was fun, but I haven't
lost a thing west of Memphis. I'm just gonna
sweat it out t=ight here in Kentucky with the
rest of the hillbillies."
En route along the West Kentucky Turnpike
a couple of weeks ago and on the way to the
Murray-Morehead basketball game we were
listening to WHAS radio in Louisville. The
young man on the air was telling about a
meeting the Republicans were having that
morning at a local motel. They were in-
terviewing possible candidates for governor,
"We have just been informed," one of his
fellow commentators interrupted, "that the
interviews have suddenly been called off. The
report from a very reliable source is that
they've just received a telephone call from
San Clemente. HE'S available."
Let's Stay Well
New Test For Virus
And Infant Diarrhea
By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
Infant diarrhea is a
widespread, serious, infectious
disease. It has not been com-
pletely understood and has pre-
sented stubborn problems for
public health authorities in its
prevention and treatment.
Scientists at the National In-
stitute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases announced recently
that new tests indicate that in-
fant diarrhea around the world
may have a common cause — a
virus.
Research on stools of infants
with severe diarrhea has
revelaed particles which are
virus-like. They are unrelated to
"intestinal flu" or to bacteria,
such as Salmonella infections,
which commonly cause diar-
rhea. However, these virus-like
particles may be related to simi-
lar viruses which affect certain
animals — infant mice and
newborn calves.
Researchers found the infant
diarrhea virus in the United
States, Canada. England and
Australia. It is probably present
in many other nations
An important step in tracking
down this common t ause of
diarrhea and in learning more
about its methods of spreading is
the development of a new
laboratory test for the virus
Inasmuch as the cause is a
virus, and since some viruses
develop immunity, hope rises
that an antidiarrheal vaccine
may be developed which can
prove effective as a preventive.
Such a vaccine likely would not
be useful in treating an active
case of diarrhea.
The new test may prove
helpful in clarifying the natural
history of this ifectious disease
and &wig in uncovering related
causes and in understanding
more completely the
epidemiology of infant diarrhea
This new research may lead to
the prevention and control of one
more common infant infection
which has traditionally caused
suffering and has elevated the
morbidity and mortality of
millions of infants, especiall
those living under unhygienic:
conditions.
This new work is in the
research and development stage
and the test is not yet available
to the public..
- - -
Q. Mrs. ES. wants to know if
large doses of vitamin C really
prevent colds.
A. Massive doses of vitamin C
are considered by many
authorities as no more effective
than moderate doses of this
vitamin. The Food and Nutrition
Board of the National Academy
of Sciences -- National Research
Council recommends 50 to 60 mg
of vitamin C daily for adults.
- - -
Q. Mrs W.A. inquires whether
a newborn infant can have too
much insulin.
A. A newborn may have an ex-
cess of insulin in several con-
ditons, such as its mother being
diabetic, an insulin-forming
tumor of its pancreas, or one of
several other diseases Early
diagnosis of the cause and ap-
propriate treatment are efsen-
Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The federal income tax does not applylairly and
equally to all. A taxpayer generally can take a
bigger deduction for a wife than a mistress, more
for a plow horse than a race horse and more for a
sore thumb than a sore spirit.
Bible Thought
Fear none of those things which thou shalt suffer:
behold, the devil shall cast some of you into prison,
that ye may be tired...Revelation 2:10.
All persons who commit themselves to God find
they are, tired sometimes, even to the point of death.
But faith reminds us that life is of God.
10 Years Agn Today
VET45 JUST SAY YOU'VE
Belt-Tightening
James Lynn, who served as sec-
retary of Housing and Urban De-
velopment at the $60,000 a year
salary of a Cabinet member, will
be paid only $42,500 in his new job
as director of the Office of Man-
agenivnt-int India. It's a pro-
motion, however, in terms of the
•Woshington pecking order of Pow-
er and-responstbitity.---
We sympathize with Mr. Lynn
BEEN KICKED UPSTAIRS'
for the price he must pay for suc-
cess, but it also strikes us as a
good omen that the man in charge
of drawing up the next federal
budget is entering his job with a
cut in pay. We might even hope
-that tiff:Wilt &fret rhii re s pcinsel6
the budget proposals reaching his
des./L. it he can get by on.lass mon-
ey, why caa!ta kiewit other: ma the— -
government? Sock it to 'em, Mr
Lynn.
The Calloway Costnty Grand Jury reported justbefore noon today to Calloway Circuit Judge EarlOsborn: The jury returned fifteen indictments.
Construction projects at a cost of $3.9 million are
now planned at Murray State College. They include
additions to the library nursing building, ad-
ministration building, laboratory school, and
renovation of existing administration building for
classrooms.
Kentucky Lake and Murray were featured in an
article on "Great Vacations In The South" in the
February issue of the "Better Homes and Gardens."Miss Pamela Kay Ryan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Charles B. Ryan, and Steven E. Treas, son of Mr.
and Mrs. H. E. Trees, were married on January 30.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Wesley Waldrop, Jr., are theparents of a baby girl, Heather Michele, bornJanuary 18,
20 Years Ago Today
Army Cpl. Willie C. Dick has completed a ighase ofthe cold weather training exercises held by the Four-th Infantry Division in Germany.
Deaths reported are Euell (Shine) Rowland, age52, and John Thomas Parker, age 56.
Karl Warming, administrator of the MurrayHospital and Rotarian, spoke at the meeting of theMurray Rotary Club. He gave a short history of thehospital telling how it came to be a communityhospital, and also gave statistics on patients, meals,
service, etc.
The Protemus Homemakers Club met at the homeof Mrs. C. C. Weatherford. Mrs. L. A. Rowland, Mrs.Bert Cathey, and Mrs. James Harris gave thelessons.
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By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Fifteenth-ranked Tennessee's
championship hopes in the
Southeastern Conference bas-
ketball race were jolted twice
Monday.
The first blow came shortly
after noon when Athletic Direc-
tor Bob Woodruff instructed
Coach Ray Mears to withhold
freshman sensation Bernard
King from competition pending
a review of his collegiate eligi-
bility.
Then, playing without the
high-scoring star, the Volun-
teers dropped a 62-59 decision
at Auburn Monday night, leav-
ing Tennessee two games be-
hind co-leaders Alabama and
Kentucky in the title chase.
Seventh-ranked Alabama was
impressive in burying Van-
derbilt 86-72 but fifth-ranked
Kentucky struggled to a 77-76
triumph over Louisiana State.
In other SEC action, Norm
Caldwell tossed in seven points
in the second overtime period
as Florida edged Misaasippi
State 107-104 and Mississippi
snapped a 10-game losing
streak with a 93-87 decision
over Georgia.
Despite the loss of King,
Mears thought the Vols should
havestliowned Auburn, which re-
mained one game off the pace
in the conference race.
The two turnovers were the
difference," Mears said, refer-
ring to a pair of costly mistakes
by the Vols when Tennessee
was leading 55-50 with 6:27 re-
maining and went into a stall.
Auburn's Gary Redding con-
verted the two turnovers into
baskets that trimmed Ten-
nessee's lead to 55-54.
DU11,111(1
BRUSH
CLEANS
SHAGS 
Then seldom-used junior Dan
Cox tallied six straight points
to trigger the Auburn victory.
"Kentucky came in here with
one of the finest teams in the
United States and didn't win,
but we should have won," said
Mears "We just can't play any
better. When you're outweighed
by 20 pounds and out-heighted
by three inches, we just
couldn't play any better."
"The loss of King was dam-
aging," said Coach Bob Davis
of Auburn. "This was a game
which Tennessee needed to win.
They would have been in good
position in the SEC race, but
now it's just wide open."
Cox, Wayne Bracy and Red-
ding tallied 14 each for Auburn
and Ernie Grunfeld led the Vols
with 22.
Alabama built a 19-point lead
in the first half and coasted to
its victory over Vandy. Charles
Cleveland led the way with 22
points and Leon Douglas added
19. Butch Fetter had 23 for Van-
dy.
"We've had two real intense
games back-to-back," said Tide
Coach C. M. Newton. "We need
some rest. We've got players
who put a lot into it."
"We were very thankful to
get away with the victory,"
said Kentucky Coach Joe Hall
of the victory at LSU. "You
have to give LSU a great deal
of credit. They played with a
great deal of enthusiasm and
they really went to the boards
extremely well."
Kentucky, which trailed
throughout most of the first
half when LSU shot 66 per cent,
took command in the second
half, building an eight-point
lead late in the game. But then
the Cats missed the first shot
on four one-and-one free throw
situations and allowed LSU to
close to within a point.
Kevin Grevey and Jimmy
Dan Conner paced Kentucky
with 17 points each and Glenn
Hansen had 28 for the Tigers.
Matt Meibers tallied 23 points
and Dave Shepherd 20 as Ole
Miss won its first conference
game. Georgia got outstanding
scoring from a trio of freshmen
— Jacky Dorsey with 29 points,
Charley Dorsey 22 and Tony
Flanagan 20.
Caldwell scored 24 points for
Florida and Gene Shy had 28 as
the Gators tripped State. Jerry
Jenkins led State with a 35 and
Rich Knarr, who forced the
first overtime with a 22-foot
jumper, added 29.
In games involving area inde-
pendents, Georgia Tech edged
Samford 78-75 in overtime and
Furman trimmed Jacksonville
92-90 on Clyde Mayes' jumper
with one second remaining.
Mike Green had 19 points for
Tech and Jim Wood added 18
points and 18 rebounds. Julius
Norman had 19 for Samford.
GOLF . .
HONOLULU — Gary Groh,
an obscure 30-year-old whose
last big check was $4,000, fired
a four-under-par-68 in the final
round to capture the $44,000
first prize in the Hawaiian
Open Tournament by a stroke
with a 14-wider-par 274.
TENNIS .
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. —
Second-seeded Jaime FWol of
Chile squeaked by Ove Ben-
gtson of Sweden 7-6, 4-6, 6-3 in
the first round of the $60,000
World Championship Tennis St.
Petersburg Classic_
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By The Associated Press
Kentucky's leading Ohio Val-
ley Conference school, Western
Kentucky, watched a one-point
edge vanish with 40 seconds left
in overtime as host Dayton
pulled away to an 8644 non-
conference basketball victory.
In other games Monday in-
volving Kentucky OVC schools,
Morehead downed visiting
Georgia State 81-89, Oral Rob-
erts invaded Murray for a 90-79
win and visiting Virginia Tech
downed Eastern Kentucky 90-
81.
At Dayton, Johnny Davis put
in eight of his game-high 26
points in the overtime period to
lead the home team. With Day-
ton and Western Kentucky both
shooting 51 per cent from the
floor and hitting 38 field goals,
the game was decided at the
foul line.
Western, led by Mike Odemns
with 23 points, had a 38-36 half-
time lead, but Dayton pulled
away to a 70-64 advantage Late
in the second period.
Oderrins scored with 1:13 re-
maining to tie the game 74-74
and force it into overtime.
Two free throws by Dayton's
Joe Fisher, one by Davis and a
basket by Allen Elijah in the
closing seconds of overtime se-
cured the win for Dayton. The
A handsome addition to your car
that will provide hours of music en-
joyment without commercials! Fea-
tures channel indicator, FM MPX
lamp, left-right volume controls
and illuminated dial.
Reg. 79.88
Portable professional-
style hard hat hair dryer
is adjustable with var-
ious settings.
Reg. 30.88
Nine comfort settings
for closeness, micro-
groove floating heads.
Pop-up trimmer, rotary
blades.
Noreka 50 VIP
Electric Shaver
C
1
vgnium..set. um r ,...... • Bel-Air Sho, ppintirCenter
Acres of ree Parking-6Sn.1
Equal Opportunity Employer Limit Rights ReseniW
6 Reg
37.88
Ohio school evened its record
at 9-9. Western is 10-7.
Morehead, led by George Wil-
liams with 24 points and 11
rebounds, took a quick 8-0 lead
over Georgia State. Arch John-
son added 23 as Morehead built
a 44-32 halftime advantage and
never trailed.
Georgia State, led by James
Atkinson with 25 points, cut the
lead to eight, 67-59, with 2 min-
utes, 58 seconds left to play,
but could get no closer.
The nonconference win gave
Morehead a 9-8 record for the
season. Georgia State fell to 7-
9.
Returning to OVC action Sat-
Model KTS679
General Electric
Multi - Band
Radio
..
. .
:•-•
Keep tuned-in with this 5-band portable
radio from GE. This performance radio re-
ceives FM/AM plus Aircraft and Public
Service broadcasts. Plays on either
battery or AC power.
Reg. 44.88
urday night, Western Kentucky
hosts Tennessee Tech, Murray
entertains Morehead and East-
ern Kentucky visits Austin
Peay.
In other Kentucky college
basketball, Kentucky Wesleyan
downed visiting Southwest Mis-
souri 86-74 and Georgetown
trimmed Union 72-62.
Kentucky Wesleyan, led by
Mike Darrett with 28 points,
took a 6-0 lead in the first 90
seconds, widened the margin to
40-34 at the half and roared to a
21-point lead, 74-53, with 7:08
remaining.
Wesleyan is now 10-6 for the
season. Southwest Missouri, led
Pctlarnid Minute Maker NU
Reg. 12.88
Smart shaver has
unique dual action,
shaving, coil cord;r
and easy flip-up
cleaning.
Model P4950
Monday night by Scott Hawk
with 20 points and 21 rebounds,
fell to 9-10.
Georgetown got 28 points
from Andy Williams on the way
to the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference victory
over Union.
Union, led by Mike Sammons
with 26 points, cut the visitors'
lead to 47-39 with 9:39 remain-
ing but could get no closer.
The win gave Georgetown a
7-1 KIAC record and a 19-4
mark overall. Union slipped to
4-6 in the conference and 7-14
for the season.
Polaroid
Minute
Maker
Kit
Square Shooter 2,
carrying case, film,
flash cubes.
A gift to remember those
special occasions
with.., from Polaroid
ir
Valentine
Stuffed Animals
Cute dog or monkey for
kids to cuddle. Dressed
in denim for the now gen-
eration.
Chantilly
Dusting
Powder
Give a gift of sweet-smelling Chan-
tilly dusting powder for a refresh-
ing after bath treat! 3-ounce size.
11,411.64.301.01.1
1040,0•14,010. 02
Prince Matchabelli
725
powder/ cologne
Choose from Prophecy,
Beloved 8 Windsong
Faberge
Mens Gift Set
Contains
Cologne &
Soap on a rope
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SPRfNGING-1110 4113111 of Murray Middle leaps high
into the air as he drives toward the bucket. Lakers watching the
action are Timmy Graham 44 ) and Guy Furr (40i. North woo the
game 30-28 in overtime. (Staff Photos by Mike Brandon
0111111
PRESSURE SHOT-Timmy Graham of the North seventh
graders fires up a 20-footer at the fourth quarter buzzer to send
the game between the Lakers and Murray Middle into overtime.
Watching for Murray is Bradley Wells 33
Eighth Grade Tigers Romp
North Seventh Grader's-
Nip Tigers In Overtime
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There was some good news
and bad news for Murray
Middle School Monday night.
First the good news: The
eighth grade Tigers closed their
regular season by establishing a
new school record.
The run-and-gun Black and
Gold easily won a 79-32 contest
from host North Elementary
and in scoring the high total, set
a new Middle School point
record for one contest.
And now the bad news: Two
young men named Timmy
Graham and Terry Paschall
who play at their best when they
are under pressure.
And because of their play,
they gave the North seventh
leaders a thrilling 30-28 win
over Murray Middle, spoiling
the Tigers' near-perfect season.
Graham put the fakers into
the overtime by firing up a 20-
footer at the end of regulation
play. And then just as the horn
sounded in the extra three-
minute period, Paschall took a
pass from little Guy Furr and
watched his 12-footer bounce
high in the air and fall back
through the twine, giving the Paschall tried a five-footer
_Lakers the win. .with three seconds left and
there was a jump ball on the
.rebound between he and Bob
Daniels of the Tigers. Paschall
controlled the tip and Graham
ripped in his 20-footer, sending
the contest into the extra
period.
Reed opened the scoring in
the overtime by scoring on a
drive but Graham tied it with a
basket of his own.
Then with 58 seconds left,
boardhorse Nicicy Swift bulled
his way under and put in a
rebound shot, giving Murray
Middle a 28-26 edge. But the
Lakers knotted the count 13
seconds later when Keith Ed-
wards cashed in on two charity
tosses.
Murray Middle held the ball
until when with six seconds left,
Kenny Bogard tried a 10-footer
from the left side. The ball went
in and out and the takers got
the rebound and called time.
Following a mixup on the
CANDY
. FOR CIGARS
HER FOR
HIM
Feb. 14th
GIVE KING
EDWARD
America's Largest Selling Cigar
In a previous meeting at
Murray Middle, the Tigers took
a hard-fought win, pulling away
in the final period from the
stubborn Lakers.
But last night, it was a dif-
ferent story as it was nip and
Area Cage Picks
TRIGG COUNTY at Crittenden
County by 16
Marshall County. at BALLARD
MEMORIAL by five
Reidland at CARLISLE
COUNTY by four
Palmersville, To at FANCY
FARM by 28 
 
Farmington at MAYFIELD by
12
Fulton City at LOWES by nine
Heath at LONE OAK by 11
HICKMAN COUNTY at Sedalia
by eight
Symsonia at ST. MARY t'
Cuba at WINGO by 14
Season Record: 116-30 .795)
Datsun 3410:39mpg!
• 39 mpg on highway (EPA)
• 27 mpg in town (EPA)
• Reclining bucket seats
• Carpeting
• Electric rear window defogger
• Whitewalls, wheel covers
• Tinted glass
s Trip odometer and more
• 3 models: Hatchback, 2- and 4-Door
Sedan
Date=
waYeS.
Murray Datsun, Inc.
S. 12th St 751-7114_
t,
tuck all the way.
The largest lead in the game,
for either team, came at in-
termission as North led 14-10.
Witt Il17 left in the fourth
period, the Tigers were leading
23-20 but a 15-footer by Furr put
the Lakers to within one.
The score remained the same
until when with 11 seconds left,
Fun intentionally fouled Bo
Reed who missed the first shot
but hit the second to give the
Tigers a 24-22 lead.
clock and a couple of
discussions, play resumed and
Furr fired his pass to Paschall
who smacked in the game-
winning shot, sending the North
student body into a frenzy.
The loss for Murray Middle
ends the Tiger season at 8-2
while North now goes to 6-1 for
the campaign.
Swift paced the scoring for
Murray with 15 while Bo Reed,
who played an outstanding
game, added nine.
For the Lakers, Graham and
Paschall each tossed in 11
points.
The eighth grade game was
no contest.
By the time North scored its
first basket at the 1:17 mark of
the opening period, Murray
already had 16 points on the
board arid thkgame was out of
reach.
At the end of the quarter, the
Tigers had a whopping 20-2
bulge.
North came alive in the
second period and put 14 points
on the board. But the Tigers
didn't let up and they kept
plugging away, going into the
locker room at halftime with a
46-16 cushion.
In the final half, the Tigers
outscored the Lakers 33-16 to
run the final margin of victory
to 47 points.
Guard Thomas Kendall paced
the scoring for the Tigers with
21 points while Jon Alexander
added 15, Ed Harcourt 14, Lee
Hopkins 10 and Jeff Kursave
nine.
Rogers paced North with 14
while Cunningham added eight.
The win leaves Murray with
an 8-2 mark for the season.
North drops to (1-8 for the year.
Coach Lee Hook of the Tigers
gave special recognition to the
following players: Ed Harcourt
19 rebounds), Lee Hopkins 11
rebounds(, Thomas Kendall,
Jon Alexander and 'Brad
Taylor.
For the season, the Middle
School eighth graders averaged
49 points while holding their
opponents to 32.
The Tigers will be playing in a
tourney at Marshall County on
February 14 and 15.
Seventh Grade
Murray 8 2 11 3 4-28
North 5 9 4 6 6-30
Murray (28) - Bogard, Reed
9, Turner 2, B. Wells 2, Swift 15,
C. Wells and Daniels.
North (30) - Edwards 4,
Graham 11, Paschall 11, Furr 2
and Lamb 2.
Eighth Grade
20 26 9 24-79
2 14 10 6-32
Murray
North
Murray 79) - Kendall 21,
Alexander 15, Harcourt 14,
Hopkins 10, Kursave 9, Cohoon
4, Gibbs, Hibbard 1, Stripling 2,
Taylor 2, Warner 1, Denham
and Perry.
North (32) - Rogers 14,
Cunningham 8, G. Garland 6, H.
Garland 2, Dumas 2, Beane,
Boggess, Spears, Wilson, Ahart,
Simmons, Tucker and
Alexander.
Unheralded
 Gary Groh
Captures Hawaiian Open
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HONOLULU CAP) - Arnie's
down. But he ain't out. Not by
a long shot.
The disappointment of still
another victory that escaped -
and this one was so tan-
talizingly close - is forgotten.
His head is up, his game is in
gear, his confidence is building
and growing and Arnold Palm-
er is seeking his next title just
as eagerly, just as anxiously,
Just as confidently as ever.
"I've had disappointments
before,: the 45-year-old Palmer
said after he had charged into
!late_ tie for the top.-then_let
obscure flarrl'Ifibli escape 4711r
the title Monday in the $220,000
re.
Hawaiian Open Golf Tourna-
ment.
"I'm not gonna quit or give
up just because I lost a golf
tournament," Palmer contin-
ued, "I've lost a lot of golf
tournaments. And I've had My
disappointments before. I've
had lots of disappointments in
my life.
"But that's history now
"But I'm playing better now
than I have in two years,
maybe- three or fain years
That's encouraging.
"But that's past Now I'm
looking forward to Wednesday
I'll be ready."
That's.the start of the *Mote.
.fiVe-diy 'Mb Hope Desert Clas-
sic in Palm Springs, Calif
Vols' Title Hopes Jolted Twice
By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
-We should have won," de-
clared angry Tennessee Coach
Ray Mears, who had already
had enough aggravation for one
day.
-Auburn just haste be lucky.
Kentucky came in here with
ffit, of the finest teams in the
U.S. and didn't win ... but we
should have won."
Mears was fuming after his
15th-ranked Volunteers, playing
without freshman star Bernard
King, dropped a 62-59 decision
at Auburn. School officials or-
dered King out of action earlier
in the day after questions were
raised about his junior high
school academic records.
The former New York school-
boy star was averaging almost
28 points a game - tops in the
Southeastern Conference.
-We should have won without
King," Mears insisted. "We
played a superior ballgame.
When you're outweighed by 20
pounds and out-heighted by
three inches . . . we just
couldn' play any better." .
Asked about the situation
with King, Mears snapped, "We
were told at one o'clock this
afternoon not to use him.
That's all. We were just told
not to use him."
In other games involving
ranked teams, No. 1 Indiana
romped past Michigan 74-48,
No. 5 Kentucky slipped by Loui-
siana State 77-76, No. 7 Ala-
bama defeated Vanderbilt 86-72,
No, 12 North Carolina beat
South Florida and No. 19 Rut-
gers trimmed Gettysburg 97-67.
Tennessee held a five-point
lead, 55-50, with 64z minutes
left against Auburn. The Vols
went into a stall but reserve
Danny Cox scored six straight
points in the waning minutes to
pull it out for the Tigers. Cox,
filling in for injured star Eddie
Johnson, wound up with 14
points, while Ernie Grunfeld
led the Vols with 22.
"The loss of King was very
damaging," admitted Auburn
Coach Bob Davis. "This was a
game Tennessee needed to win.
They would have been in good
position in the SEC race, but
now it's just wide open."
Auburn is now 8-2 in the con-
ference and 13-4 over-all. Ten-
nessee is 7-3 and 12-4.
Indiana raced to its 24th
straight victory, 21 of them this
season, despite a slowdown at-
tempt by Michigan. Bob Wil-
kerson led the balanced Hoo-
siers' attack with 18 points.
Kentucky, 16-2, held off ISU
at Baton Rouge behind Jimmy
Dan Conner and Kevin Grevey,
who netted 17 points apiece.
Glenn Hansen led the Tigers,
who made up seven of an eight-
point deficit in the closing min-
utes, with 28 points.
Charles Cleveland scored n
points and Leon Douglas had 19
for Alabama, 18-2. The Tide led
by 19 at the half and coasted
home.
Brad Hoffman's 18 points
College Calendar
Jlts5. INnws 
-ibrobietteztarilwar;:tves,
tiimmay siTbte 76
Orrireaberlit 1316.7q late 72 aKy W SW esleyan Manwl 74
Georgetown 
IL‘ 
III
Baraa at pikaatnareeeeis,1
Kentucky State at &Ilan:nine
Hanover at Transylvania
Shaw at Kentucky Wesleyan
f
Louisville at Wichita
Georgetown at CampbellsvilleCumberland at Indiana U Southwest
Union at Oakland Qty
Tennessee State at Northern KentuckyShaw at Kentucky State
topped North Carolina who had
a surprisingly tough time with
lightly regarded Southern Flori-
da. Eddie Davis led the losers
with 19. Rutgers upped its
record to 14-4 as Mike Dabney
scored 27 points and Phil Sell-
ers 20.
In other top games, Purdue
bombed Iowa 107-72, Michigan
State overpowered Ohio State
101-83, Mi,griesota held off Il-
linois 56-$0, Mississippi beat
Georgia 93-87 and Dayton edged
Western Kentucky 86-84 in over-
time.
Calloway Girls Spring
Upset On Murray High
The Calloway Cqpity girls
varsity stunned visitMg Murray
High Monday night 35-32 and
claimed their second win of the
season.
In the preliminary game, the
Tiger freshmen coasted to a 56-
44 win over the Lakers.
It was a close game all the
way, with both teams enjoying
leads of six points for the
largest margin in the girls
contest.
Calloway County won the
game in the final period on foul
shooting. The Lakers hit 10 of 14
charity attempts in the last
frame. Leslie Wilferd, who
scored 11 points for the Lakers,
hit seven of eight free throws in
the final two quarters.
Marilyn McKenzie was the
leading scorer for Calloway
with 12. For the Tigers, Cindy
Jetton tossed in 10 while Mary
Ann Littleton and Lynn Hewitt
each scored six, Center Melissa
Miller was not able to play.
When the two teams played
earlier, the Tigers won 40-25.
The Lakers go to 2-8 for the
year while the Tigers slip to 7-3.
In the freshman game, the
Lakers moved out to a 12-8 first
period lead but couldn't hang on
to it as the Tigers roared back in
the second quarter to take a 26-
20 lead at halftime.
Then in the third period, the
Tigers outscored Calloway 14-10
and pulled out to a 10-point lead
entering the last quarter.
Gilliam scored 17 to lead
Murray while Garland added 13
and Perry and Bob Thurman
each tossed in 11.
For the Takers, Randy Mc-
Callon scored 11, Jimmy Lamb
9, Glen Olive eight and Danny
Kingins eight.
With the win, the Tigers go to
6-3 while Calloway now is 2-6.
Freshmen Boys
Murray 8 18 14-111=511-
Calloway 12 8 10 14-44
Murray (58) - Perry 11,
Gilliam 17, Garland 13, Wilson
4, Thurman 11, and Harrison
Calloway (46) - Olive 8,
Kingins 8, Gibson 4, McCallon
11, Lamb 9 and WWiams2.
Varsity Girls
Murray 4 10 8 10--32
Calloway 5 6 12 12-35
Murray (32) - Hewitt 6,
Littleton 6, D. Miller 2, Farrell
4, Jetton 10, Ilimmhis 2, Boone 2,
Payne, Winters, Porter,
Thompson and Curd.
Calloway (35) - M. McKenzie
12, T. McKenzie 4, L. Willard 11,
B. Imes 3, S. Imes 4, Pinner 1,
Cook and A. Wilferd.
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NO HANDLE—Grover Woolard (10 ) of the Racers can't get the handle on this rebound but neither
can Alvin Scott (44) of the Titans. Woolard was injured early In the second half and sat out the rest ofthe game, which was a major factor in the Racers' 90-79 loss.
MAKE A FACE AT IT—Everyone must be thinking that if you make a face at the basketball, It'll
come your way. While Duane Fox (LSI sticks his tongue out at the ball, Larry Moffett (15) scowls and
Zach Blasingame tries to hug it.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon )
Larry McNeill Scores 26 To
Pace Kings' Win Over 76ers
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Larry McNeill went wild
against the Philadelphia 76ers,
hitting career highs in scoring
and rebounding. But he was
more impressed with what hap-
pened on the other end of the
court.
"No question this was my
best game," the National Bas-
ketball Association sophomore
said after leading the Kings to
a 100-87 victory over the 76ers.
But I'm more satisfied with
my defense. That's what I've
been working on."
In the only other NBA game
Monday, the Boston Celtics
ripped the Detroit Pistons 114-
100.
In the American Basketball
Association, Virginia defeated
,an Diego 107-92 and Utah
clipped the New York Nets 111-
106.
BASEBALL . .
NEW YOR1C — Manager
Bucky Harris and players Billy
Herman and Earl Averill were
named to the Baseball Hall of
Fame- by-"InCtreteran's rorn-
mittee, joining home run slug-
ger Ralph Rifler, admitted by
the Baseball Writers Associ-
ation
McNeill played his college
ball at Marquette for Coach Al
McGuire, which explains his
defensive outlook, last year,
Kings Coach Phil Johnson
would bring McNeill off the
bench to harass an opponent at-
tempting to pass the ball in-
bounds.
Monday. it was the 76ers who
were looking for somebody to
harass McNeill. The search
was unsuccessful.
Against Philadelphia, he
scored 26 points and hauled in
18 rebounds as the Kings posted
their first victory over the
76ers in four meetings this sea-
son.
With McNeill working the in-
side and Nate Archibald driv-
ing through and shooting over
the 76ers, Kansas City-Omaha
jumped out to a 20-15 first-peri-
od lead. The Kings outscored
the 76ers 8-2 to open the second
quarter and never trailed. Doug
Collins led Philadelphia with 24
points.
Celtics 114, Pistons 100
JoJo White scored 29 points
as the Celtics ran off their 10th
consecutive victory and their
20th on therutiii -Spinet only
three losses. The loss snapped
Detroit's. seven-game home
winning streak.
Don Nelson added 19 to the
Boston total, including the
10,000th point of his career,
while Bob Lanier had 27 and
Dave Bing 26 for the Pistons.
Squires 107, Q's 92
With George Irvine pumping
in nine straight field goals, the
Squires pulled away from San
Diego in the second half for an
easy victory.
Irvine finished with 18 points
while David Vaughn and Mike
Jackson led the Squires with 23
and 22 points, respectively.
High for the Q's were Bo La-
mar with 22 and George Adams
with 20.
The victory was Virginia's
third straight after losing 15 in
a row.
Stars Ill, Nets 106
Utah, behind Ron Boone and
rookie Moses Malone, broke a
three-game losing streak de-
spite a 40-point performance by
New York's Julius Erving.
Boone scored 30 points and
Malone added 29 while pulling
down 18 rebounds. The rookie,
who graduated from high
school last spring, was honored
with a Moses Malone Night and
responded with a 19-point sec-
ond
The Nets pulled to within 107-
106 with six seconds left in the
game before John Roche's free
throws sealed the Utah victory.
1-11. - • 
•
_
-
Oral Roberts Clips Racers 90-79
Overton Has
New Optimism
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Freddie Overton has a way to
go before he catches up with
Abraham Lincoln.
No, Freddie doesn't plan to be
6-4 or President or anything like
that.
"I gotta bust of Lincoln on my
desk," the Morray State
basketball coach said.
"He failed 21 times before he
ever won anything."
Overton, in his first year of
coaching at Murray, won six
times before he ever lost
anything. And now, it's a streak
of a different nature.
Visiting Oral Roberts
University, one of the top
college teams in the nation,
handed Murray a 90-79 setback
Monday night in the Sports
Arena and saddled the Racers
with their eighth consecutive
loss.
For most of the first half and
for a while in the second half, it
appeared the Racers might
snap their skid. But then 6-6
sophomore guard Grover
Woolard, who was in the
process of having one of his best
games of the season, turned an
ankle and sat out the rest of the
game.
"It had to have some effect,"
Overton said, of the loss of
Woolard.
"He's one of our few ex-
perienced players. He was
having a great game and really
drilling from outside against
their zone.. I'm not looking for
an alibi, I don't believe in that,
but when he or Jesse Williams
or Larry Moffett are out of the
game, it takes a lot away from
Overton had a plan to win the
game. And for the first half, it
,worked great. And it worked
great until the time Woolard
was injured and the Titans then
spurted out to a 12-point lead.
After that, Overton had to say
goodbye t, his plan.
"It was a great game plan,"
Overton said.
"We were really set up for
these people. We spent many.
many hours today watching
film. We started out with a
triangle-in-two defense where
we tried to defense their strong
points. We figured if they were
going to score, they would do it
off their weak points.
-We got great results. It was
the best defensive deployment
we'-ve.had all year. Had we-not
have given them a couple of
baskets off our offense, we
could have well led by 15 points
or more at halftime. We had it
scientifically figured down to
the nth degree."
"It did appear that way.
Early in the game, the Racers
were doing just about
everything right ( with the
exception of too many tur-
novers) and were coasting
along with an 18-10 lead.
Oral Roberts did not get its
first lead will the 7:49 mark of
the half when they went up 31-
30.
But the Racers stayed right
on the heels of the rampaging
Titans and at intermission,
trailed just 43-41.
In the second half, the Racers
tied the count at 47-all. Then 6-5
Anthony Roberts, who scored a
game-high 26 points, cashed in
on a 10-footer and the Titans
never trailed again.
For the last 10 minutes, Oral
Roberts' lead varied anywhere
from eight to 12 points.
eles
"We got down 10 points and
had to abandon our planned
defense," Overton said.
"We had to try and p14 a
pressure defense and come up
with the ball. But when we go to
the pressure, we're really at the
other team's mercy because
they are able to take the ball
inside so easily.
We just don't have the
people who can play full-court
pressure; they aren't in our
starting lineup.
Jesse Williams played
another super game for the
Racers, firing in 11 of 14 floor
shots for 23 points to pace the
Murray State scoring attack.
The 6-6 junior forward also
grabbed seven rebounds off the
boards, second only to 6-8
sophomore center Larry
Moffett who had 11 rebounds.
"Vire were trying to get the
ball to Jesse," Overton said.
''We put him on the high-post,
the baseline and the wing. But
we have other people who can
shoot too.
"Tommy Wade's a great
shooter. He shot a couple of
shots that didn't go down. But
one of these nights he's gonna
break loose and show people
just how good he is.
"His intention is to run the
show and get the ball inside. We
have four men under who are
capable of scoring 20 points any Johmon
night. But being a freshman and .c.ake
coming in against the top
players in the country, he's
doing a miraculous job."
Though Oral Roberts is un-
doubtedly the top drawing card
on the Racer schedule,. only
4.800 fans showed up for the
contest, But Overton wasn't
disappointed. 
•
"I appreciate all of the
support- The fans are riding
with us and they hurt just as
much as we do. One night we're
gonna explode for them."
"I still think right now that we
can win every game on our
schedule. There's one thing I'd
like to point out about this group
and that's their character.
"It takes slot of character for
anybody in any profession to
give all they got and still they
don't get the reward they want.
That's one of the great lessons
in life; learning to come back
from defeat. •
"The kids have been super.
They come to practice early5OUTH • •
they are eager and willing to -TAU-hinge 74,-Ciirtir—r Eit us 71
learn. I just wished I had some
magical formula I could come
up with that would insure them
a victory."
With the lights darkened in
the gym and the only sound
being an occasional cup rolling
down an empty isle, Overton
seemed to find some light in the
situation.
"I warms tell ya, one day
we're gonna win. And I don't
mean just one game. I mean a
bunch of 'em. We have the corps
for a great team, one with good
talent and a great heart.
"We just need a good
recruiting year. I have faith in
Coach Calvin (Jim Calvin, the
chief recruiter and assistant to
Overton ), in others and myself.
"We have some great kids on
the line for next year. The
philosophy of the ad-
ministration is to recruit local
kids. If we could just get five
people within a 50-mile radius of
Murray plus one of the big kids
from the Chicago-Gary area
that Calvin is looking at, with
what we got coming back, then
we can win next year.
"I won't say how many we
can win next year. But I will say
that the year after that, we'll be
set where we can contend for
the conference title from then
on.
"If people just stay with us
and give us the support
that's the key."
The next chance for the
people to stay with the Racers
and give them the support will
come Saturday when Murray
hosts Eastern Kentucky, a team
that won a 104-95 game over the
Racers in Richmond.
"If we come in here and play
against Eastern Saturday and
don't get in any foul trouble
inside and don't get any in-
juries, I think we'll beat them.
And I think we'll beat Morehead
Monday too."
Eight straight losses, 8-10
overall and 1-6 in the Ohio
Valley Conference. And even
with all that working against
him, Fred Overton has hope.
like the ancient proverb: A
misty morning does not signify
a cloudy day.
The sun is going to break
through. And it just might be a
nice weekend.
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By The Associated Press
EAST . .
Rutgers 97, Gettysburg 67
Delaware St. 2, Morgan St. 0,
forfeit
New Hampshire 78, Brandeis
75
Tenn. Wesleyan 81, UT-Chat-
tanooga 80
N. Carolina 79, S. Florida 72
Alabama 86, Vanderbilt 72 OT
William & Mary 81, The
Citadel 53
Old Dominion 86, Atl. Chris-
tian 74
Mississippi 93, Georgia 87
Morehead 81, Georgia St. 69
Georgia Tech 78, Samford 75.
OT
Mid. Tennessee 82, Tenn, St.
81
Athletes in Action 98, Austin
Peay 88
Kentucky 77, Louisiana St. 76
Randolph-Macon 108, Catholic
U. 75
Virginia St. 96, J. C. Smith
95, OT
Auburn 62, Tennessee 59
Howard 107, Md.-Eastern
Shore 84
MIDWEST .
Purdue 107, Iowa 72
Indiana 74, Michigan 48
Ball St. 79, Butler 59
Oral Roberts 90, Murray 79
Michigan St. 101, Ohio St. 83
SANDWICHED IN—Alvin At (44( of Oral Roberts doesn't find smooth sailing under the bucket
as he gets a solid elbow from I 41-ry Moffett (151 of the Racers while Grover Woolard (101 gets In his
two gents worth.
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Frick Urges Farmers Take Firm
Stand In Talk At ASCS Meeting
Kentucky farm program
officials from the Department
of Agriculture's Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
Service t ASCS) met January
 29
and 30 at the Galt House,
Louisville, to discuss better
service for farmers, farm
programs, and the image of the
farmer in today's urban society.
Attending the meeting from
Calloway County were David E.
Riley, Jr., County Executive
Director, 011ie C. Hall, Katie
Outland, Susie Frizell and
Mildred Robertson, Program
Assistants.
Many interesting speakers
were heard during the two-day
confab, but the principal
speaker was Kenneth E. Frick,
Administrator, ASCS.
Frick told the nearly 500
attending that agriculture is the
least subsidized and the most
forward segment of our
economy. He urged the farmer-
committeemen to retread old
farm programs. "I ask all
farmers to take a firm stand
against controls and govern-
ment payments, and against all
of the other interferences that
centralize decision-making and
mean more government and
less independence."
Frick called for a recycling of
basic ideals of the country's
heritage stating "that new'
approaches are needed for new
problems." He also called for
the "revival of integrity, in-
dependence, and the work ethic
in the nation." "Our past farm
policies cost this nation billions
of dollars in payments, billions
in food aid, and billions in
storage costs - without
achieving farm family incomes
equal to the non-farm sector,
without appreciably increasing
the world's food security, and
without truly protecting the
I HEARD THE EfEA&LE
CALL AW NAME!
THE v./Av To A mAdN'S
PoCKETSOOK IS
THROUGH HIS
STONAACH
AT THE ComouTER CENTER
YOKLIM
ACCEPTED!!
farmer. The farmers I have
talked with never want to return
to the system of Washington
determining their farming
patterns or to get back into a
cheap food policy."
ASCS' top official continues,
-ASCS can be very proud of its
role in helping move decision-
making back to the farm where
it belongs. I have only praise for
the work of ASCS people. ASCS
is the best service agency in
government in responding to
needs, and farmers view ASCS
as being very capable of serving
agriculture.':
Frick indicated he thoroughly
eMoyed his Kentucky visit and
characterized the ASCS em-
ployees here as "energetic,
bright, and responsive."
Other speakers during the
conference included Victor
Senechal and Merrill Markman,
ASCS, Washington; Wendell
Butler, Commissioner, Ken-
tucky Department of
Agriculture; Barney Arnold,
Farm Director, WHAS Radio &
TV; Jack Crowner, Farm
Director, WAVE-TV; Fred
Durr, President, National
Association of Farmer-elected
Committeemen; represen-
tatives from other agricultural
agencies, and a Kentucky
county committeeman - and
county office employees. --
James C. Finley, Sr., Monroe
County, is chairman of the
Kentucky State ASC Committee
and Carl E. Dohn, Jefferson
County, is a member. Homer V.
Yonts, Lexington, is the State
Executive Director.
Army War On Birds
Halted In Courts
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. ( AP
- The Army's war on black-
birds roosting at Fort Campbell
has been delayed in the court-
room and today brought a
threat of more litigation.
Hopkirsville Mayor George
Atkins Jr., said if a court order
against spraying is upheld, he'll
file a countersuit against two
New York-based organizations
that brought the Litigation.
An order in U. S. District
fourt in Washington set back
plans for spraying the V-acre
roosts, pending a hearing Fri-
day. The complaint was filed
by the Society for Animals'
Rights, Inc., and Citizens for
Animals.
Atkins says he's sorry that a
"handful of people living far
away can control the situation
in Christian County." He added
he's against protecting the
birds which he said arc hazard-
ous to crops, livestock anir
health of the people.
The Washington order.blesellas-
similar spraying plans in Padu-
cah and two counties in Ten-
The suit challenged the
adequacy of the Army's envi-
ronmental impact statement
and further contended the Inte-
rior Department should have
filed a statement.
The Army had planned to
spray a detergent, Tergitol, on
the roosts to wipe away the
protective oil covering from the
birds' wings. Before the court
order was issued, officials said
the spraying could start as soon
as the weather was favorable.
The Army contends the birds
are hazardous to health, crops
and aviation.
Classified ads
1. Legal Notice
NOTICE
Notice is hereby given by Abe
Murray Planning commission,
Murray, Ky., that a public
hearing will be held on
February 18, 1975, at 7:00p. m.,
at the Murray City Hall. The
purpose of this meeting is to
hear public comment on
proposal to rezone the following
described areas within the City
of Murray, Ky.
1. Proposal to change R2
Residential District to Ag-
gricultural District
Beginning at a point 400 ft.
north of the north right-of-
way of State Highway 121
Bypass, this same point
being 950 ft. west of the
west right-of-way of U. S.
641, hence 100 ft. north 65
deg. west of point, hence
south 57 deg. west 300 ft. to
point, this same point being
250 ft. north of the north
right-of-way of the 121
Bypass, hence wouth 84
deg., 15 minutes, 0.4 secon-
ds, west 800 ft. to point, this
same point being 620 ft.
west of the East Right-of-
Way of North 16th Street to
point on the south property
line of Leonard Dunrulway,
hence in a easterly direc-
tion 1,060 ft. along the Dun-
noway property to point,
hence south to the point of
beginning.
2. Proposal to change R2
Residential Property to B1
Neighborhood Business
Property. Proposed change
is Lot Number 5 of the
Jerry Stallons Subdivision.
Located on the north west
Corner of Blendale Road
and Whitnell Avenue.
All interested parties are cor-
dially invited to attend this
public hearing.
Murray Mamie. Commission
Marshall Gordon, Olarkwan
2. Notice
INTERESTED IN forming
carpool from Murray to
Paducah. Mon.-Fri. 753-0895.
DON'T KNOW where to turn?
Try NEEDL1NE. Dial NEED
753-6333.
Burley Prices,
Volume Up; Only
Two Markets Open
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) 
-
Burley tobacco prices and vol-
ume increased as sales opened
for the week, though auctions
were held at only two markets
in Kentucky.
Farmers sold a total of 1,556,-
035 pounds of burley Monday
for an average of $94.04 per
hundred pounds.
The average at Carrollton
was $96.41 per hundred pounds
for the day's volume of 158,286
pounds.
At Lexington, the largest
market in the eight-state burley
belt, 1,397,749 pounds of leaf
brought an average of 893.77
per hundred pounds.
Average price and volume
Monday were higher than on
the final day of sales last week.
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS body
1 Pose for
portrait
4 Steeple
9 Obstruct
12 Anger
13 Artists
stand
14 Guid0 s nigh
note
15 Indulge to
excess
17 Material tor
construction
19 Document
t River *land
22 Simians
24 Carpenter $
tool
213 Apportion
29 Separates
31 Edible seed
33 Soak
34 Indetinle Br-
im*
3.5 0.•
37 Worm
39 Greek letter
40 Corded
cloth
42 EquelitY
44 Procurator
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45 .F primer Rua
sian Mier
48 Prohibit
50 Melody
51 Parcull of
land
53 Long-leg -
ged bird
55 Man a name
58 Pronobited
61 Time gone
preamon
137 Bone of
DOWN
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2 Mane name
3 Mood
4 Leak through
5 Peels
Exists
7 Soak
8 Lamb s De'
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9 One *no
owe'
10 Beverage
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18 Prot* center
20 Knock
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23 Sheets of
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25 Inn
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30 Weaker.
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2. Notice
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display adi, classified
display and regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.
•
SPRUCE UP for spring with
Mary Kay Cosmetics. Call
Irene Young, 303 North 8th
Street. 753-5922
OLD SHOPPE, 1301 Main
Street. We buy, sell, and
restore antiques and-or old
furniture. February special -
tables (stripped only), square
or round table, varnish finish,
815.00. Paint finish, 820.00. End
tables, varnished, 89.00 Paint
finish, $14.00. Call 753-8240.
Early Bird Sale
0%
Ail Marchand, se
7 co. to 9 o.m
Starks Hardware
Kountry Kitchen
I 201 8 Poplor
5. Lost And Found
LOST COON dog, black female
plot hound. Area Southwest
Crossland. Call 247-5542.
LOST-BLACK dog. Has green
tag - "Sheeba" on it. Lost Jan.
28. Big reward. 753-9587.
LOST-COON Dog, black,
female, plot hound._ Area
Southwest Crossland. Call 247-
5542. Puryear.
LOST DIAMOND ring in
University gym area Reward,
Call 7534775 after 4:00 p. m.
6. Help Wanted
WANT SOMEONE to strip 2,000
sticks of dark tobacco. Call
436-2191 after 5 p.m.
TWO APARTMENT houses in
Murray. Call 753-7915.
12 Insurance
If you're a
good driver,
I can
probably
save you
money on car
insurance.
The sooner you call,
the sooner you sere.
Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489
14. Want To Buy
USED SET of bunk beds, kit-
chen metal wall cabinets.
Phone 492-8436.
WOODEN HIGH Chair. Call
753-0515.
COINS, ANTIQUE America,
gold, silver, copper. Top
prices. Buy or sell. Call 753-
9232.
15, Articles For Sale
SEASONED WOOD for sale
753-8527.
CUthirST0,1 , fMAnc.tr_ryTTRIESS,_, yn.ES, mont
y Ark or kind for antique
bed, home, trailer, camper.
Rebuild old mattresses. One
day free estimates. West
Kentucky Mattress, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Ky. 443-7323.
$500"
CASH REBATE
ON ANY TOWNHOUSE MOBILE
HOME PURCHASE MADE DURING
THE MONTH OF 'FEBRUARY.
YES! IT'S TRUE-FOR REAL!
The builders of the beautiful Tovinhouse will give you cash
in hand to spend as you please. (no strings attached) FIVE
HUNDRED Ge`161D OLD AMERI( AN DOLLARS. jtlist In
purchase one of these fine homes. This is simply their way of
introducing you to one of their luxurious mobile homes
IBassett furniture. and all ), in a big 2 or 3 bedroom single
wide or a spacious double-wide with family room, dining
room, utility room, etc. Townhouse has long BEEN a leaderIn fine housing, so we invite you to COME SEE FOR
YOURSELF! You'll LIKE the Townhouse and you'll LOVE
the 500.00 cash well give you to "pa) those bills- or "to buy
all those family things you've wanted but couldn't afford."
• DON'T WAIT
-BUY NOW!
AT
Dinkins Mobile Homes
._..atte hwy. -1t34.".ast.LAVrt.. Tn. Mai. Z'AZ-4;i5 i
Where The Big Selections And Bargains Are"
&Small Down Payment 'Rank Einani log 205.n,
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15 Articles For Sale
EARLY AMERICAN living
room suite. Phone 435-4484
after 3:30 p.m.
16. Home Furnishings
USED REFRIGERATOR, good
condition, avocado green,
reasonable. Phone 753-8010.
24. Miscellaneous
HAMMARLUND NO HQ 180A
communications receiver,
also Realistic No. STA-80
stereo receiver. Realistic No.
LAB 24B record changer.
M70 Winchester .243 Magnum,
Browning automatic 12 guage
shotgun. Call 489-2577.
FORMBY'S Furniture U. S. SILVER dollars 1878-1935.
refinishing products. Easy to $6.00 each. Other U. S. coins,
use. Murray Lumber Corn- buy or sell. Phone 753-9573.pany.
LIVING ROOM suite, good as
new, perfect condition. Couch
makes bed. Also stereo and
stand. Sell cheap. 753-5611 or
see at 708 Poplar.
GOLD MEDITERRANEAN
couch 2 months old 753-3293.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
EXTENDED CHRISTMAS Sale
through January 1975. New
Kirby Vacuums. $199.95
Saving on $60. Never priced
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
same as cash. Call Kirby Sales
di Service, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.
19. Farm Equipment
641 FORD tractor with equip-
ment in good condition. Call
753-2987.
FERGUSON tractor with
plow & cultivator. Phone 753-
1977.
TREATED FENCE posts. Alsc
treated barn poles and lum-
ber. 5 * 5s arid long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.
20. Sports Equipment
MAKE YOUR garden grow.
Compost consisting of
decomposed bark, lime for
gardens and lawns, sawmill
lumber. Sawmill Products Co.,
at old Murray Sawmill. One
mile east on 94. 753-4147.
SET OF Encyclopedias, ex-
cellent condition, $75.00, Seven
foot light weight pool table and
accessories $75. Unusual
pistol, model 67, Winchester
620.00. Small coin collection to
highest bidder, heavy duty rod
and reel $20.00, new 6 volt
sportsmans lantern 610.00 Call
489-2440.
PENTA TREATED 4 x 6 tim-
bers, 10 ft to 24 ft. also 1" and
2" penta treated timber &
creosote poles. Murray
Lumber Co.
NO REGRET, the best yet;
Blue Lustre cleans carpets
beautifully. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
OAK FIREWOOD- TO-r sale
$12.50 per rick, delivered. 436-
2315.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 65 MOBILE HOME for sale.1972 GLASTRON boat, V156 80 Financing available. Im-H. P. Mercury, less than 30 
mediate possession. Phonehours. Call 753-0438. 753-9573.
16' SAILBOAT trailer $1,500.
247-3541 after 4:00 p.m.
15 FOOT Aluminum Boat, 33
HP, trailer Apth firiaer,
trolling =Ur, 753-3621 or 753.-
2863 after 5 p.m.
22 Musical
DECORDER REEL to reel tape
deck, excellent condition. Call
753-2746.
PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
I >yer 753-8911.
24. Miscellaneous
ONE NEW and one used 3,000
watt recessed wall heaters. $25
and $15. Call 753-5387
NEW HAND made quilts,
machine quilted. 436-2590.
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
__Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
acc.nmorthon,r exclusive
resident-lilt area. SQ111-16th-
StrPet Phone 753-3855.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating,
$3000 or best offer. See at ,No.
31 Grogan Mobile Homes
(Highway 94).
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x NI TRAILER at Dill's
Trailer Court. Couples only.
Call 753-1551.
12 x 60 TWO BEDROOM, all
electric, washer and dryer.
Water furnished. Phone 474-
2397.
12 x 50 ALL ELECTRIC, two
bedroom mobile home, never
been occupied, located on
private lot. Call 767-4055 after 6
p. m. or 753-8835.
32. Apartments For Rent
TWO ROOM furnished apart-
ment. Call 753-4598.
TWO BEDROOM duplex
apartments, furnished or
unfurnished at 1214 Peggy Ann
Drive and 1601 College Farm
Road. Call 492-8225.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, close to MSU,
available now, all electric,
very nice. 753-4478 or 753-6199.
MURRAY MANOR - all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 7534668.
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOM FOR RENT- private
entrance, all utilities paid,
kitchen privileges. 753-1387.
34 Houses For Rent
SELL OR trade, 3 bedroom near
university. Call 753-7969.
TO RIGHT couple, no pets, two
bettracr.l_mcdern bause_, we'.2
-Emulated, electric heat, city
water. Four miles east on 94
-733-9409 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
DOUBLE-WIDE, 24 x 52,
carpeted, gas heat, located at
Riviera Court, Small down
payment, loan transferable.
Call 753-6526 or 753-9142.
LATE MODEL 12 x 60, two
bedroom, two bath mobile
home with central heating and
air. Located near Kentucky
Lake on 100 x 198 lot, on con-
crete slab. Water, electricity,
and sewerage connected.
Skirted, has redwood porch,
furnished and ready to move
in. If your credit is good,
owner will finance at simple 8
per cent interest with $500
down and $95 per month. Total
price of only $10200 for all of
the above. Telephone 436-2473
or 436-5320.
TWO BEDROOM brick house,
close to MSU, electric heat and
air, washer, dryer,
refrigerator, and range fur-
nished if needed. Very nice.
753-4478 or 753-6199.
37 Livestock Supplies
CORN FED beef. Also 350 bales
red clover hay. Call 492-8360.
YOUNG GOATS, call 753-3660
38. Pets - Supplies
TWO MINIATURE Poodles.
$35.00 each. Call 435-4360.
Gas Saver Luv Pickups
4 to Choose From
Stock No. 188
Starting Price $3,448" We Will Sell For $32235°
Luxury Luv Pickups
With Air - 1 to Choose From Stock No. 130
List $4032.15 Will Sell for $371990
Dwaiii-Titykw Chevrolet
641 South 
See Hugh Wright, Jerry Boyd, J. H. Nix
753-2617
Another View
4 1E1
it-THAT'Y ECONOMIC PROGRAM, RUN
MAN, RUN. ii
38. Pets Supplies
ARC DACHSHUND puppies,
red, black and tan, miniatures
and small standards. Priced
for quick sale. 527-9700.
WEINARANER, ARC, female,
11 months old, affectionate,
housebroken, good retriever
and watch dog. Reasonable.
489-2683 after 5 p.m.
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
available. Cal1.753,4106.
43. Real Estate
49. Used Cars & Trucks
45. Farms For Sale
7a ACRE FARM, plus a lot of
buildings, all fenced. Call 753-
5618.
6. Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM brick, 1705
Johnson Blvd. 2500 square
feet, family room-kitchen
combination, all built-in kit-
chen, two baths, carpeting,
central heat and air. By ap-
pointment, call 753-7939.
TWO BEDROOM house with
seven acres land. Living room,
carport and utility, fully
carpeted, electric heat. Well
water. Near Kentucky Lake.
  
$13,000. Call 3544585.
DO YOU need s good'Wro-
bedroom house reasonably
priced? If so, this convenient
house located on US 641 at
South Hazel, Tenn, is the one.
Can be bought with a low down
payment and owner financing.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St., Murray, Ky..
(502) 753-0101. or 753-7531.
ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve. you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate e._xpericric.e.  Call 7:i37.
come by our Office. We
like to talk REAL ESTATE.
1974 DOUBLE WIDE mobile
home on 11 acres over looking
small lake. Land is fenced for
stock, excellent location, 4
miles from town, 2 miles from
elementary school. Call
Wilson Real Estate 753-3263.
:HE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or
drop by' the office at 901
Sycamore Street,•753-7724,
44. Lots For Sale
BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot
overlooking Oaks Country
Club. $6800. 753-7241.
FOR RENT-Private lot on
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30
per month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2
p.m. or 753-4655.
KENIANA SHORES-Now is
the tirne to select your lake lot
at 1974 prices. We have large
lots for only $895 and king size
lots on TVA contour for $5395
May be purchased for $10
down and 1 per cent per
month. Central water, all
weather streets and lake
access. Separate mobile home
sections. We will be happ to
show you these lots at sour
convenience. Phone 436-2473
45 Farms For Sale
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner.
Two bedroom brick on
Waldrop Drive across from
university. All electric, shag
carpet. House built by owner,
very convenient, plus very
easy to heat and cool. On nice
lot 194 by 75, $22,500. Call after
five week days any time
weekends. 753-3324.
NEW LISTING: By owner -
three bedroom brick.
Keenland Subdivision. Central
heat and air, gas grill, fully --
carpeted, living-dining
nanr1r1 separate Oen_
large utility, double carport
with storage. Reasonable. 753-
1969 DODGE flat bed dump
truck. 29000 actual miles, A-1
condition 83,750, Call 7534986
9-5.
1965 FORD Station Wagon. All
power and air. $300.00 or best
offer. Phone 489-2540.
51. Services Offered 51. Services Offered
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone mil. REPAIR guns or old753-7370 after 8 p. 
clocks. All work guaranteed.
Call 492-8869.
WINDOW CLtANING ser
vice
-complete janitorial ELECTROLUX SALES &services. Homes and stores. _ Service. Write C. M. Sanders,753-3351.
Bnic 213 Murray or call 1-382-
2468, Farniington.
FORMER TEACHER will keep
1969 NOVA 6 cylinder straight children in my home, five days
shift with air condition. Runs a week, Phone 753 •-564s.
excellent. Phone 753-2632,
 
WILL DO babysitting in your
1964 VOLKSWAGEN, $250.00 home on Saturday and Sunday
Call 753-8717 or 753-0143. afternoon. Call 753-3686.
1971 BUICK Skylark, 2 door,
hardtop custom wheels, vinyl
roof, power steering and
brakes, air condition, AM-FM
radio, $1,700.00. Call after 5:00
p.m. 753-6981 or before 5:00
p.m. 753-2355.
1969 DODGE SUPER B, four
speed, $350. Call 753-7785.
1966 MUSTANG, 289 automatic
transmission, white with red
interior. Best offer. 436-5469
after 5:30.
1970 CAMERO, six cylinder,
yellow with black vinyl top.
Excellent condition. Call 436-
5651.
1972 VOLKSWAGEN, baby
rose, excellent condition. Call
753-9143 after 2 p.m. or 753-
. 4655.
1964 CHEVROLET power
steering, good condition. $300.
Call 753-0730.
1956 CHEVY. Will sell or trade
for street bike. 753-6673.
1972 CAPRICE, four door,
power, air, tape, steel radial
tires, 30,000 actual miles, local
car, extra clean, $2995. 753-
3901 days, or 753-2758 nights.
Ask for Glenn.
50. Campers
13' SCOTIT Camper OW fa-
3541 wee 4:CNTOIn.
2485.
FOR SALE or rent - three
bedroom brick house on %
acre landscaped lot in Fair-
view Acres Subdivision. Call
753-7333 before 5 p. m.
PANORAMA SHORES:
Lakefront lot and a tremen-
dous large family home with
basement, has view of lake
from every room in home, 42
ft. x 12 ft. enclosed sun deck or
recreation room with
panoramic view of the lake.
Call us now for a private
viewing. Moffitt Realty, 304
Main, 753-3597.
$14,5011-BAYWOOD VISTA,
new two bedroom frame home
with walk-out basement,
sundeck, all carpeted, li
baths, a good value to view
today, Moffitt Realty, 304
Main, 753-3597,
NEAR NEW Concord, 25 acres
with water. Approximately
mile highway frontage on 121.
Mostly wooded. Has two-
bedroom house. For more
information, call 436-2516.
47 Motorcycles
1974 YAMAHA 360 Endure,
excellent condition. Call 527-
7095.
9. Used Cars & Trucks
1963 FORD FAIRLANE 500,
four door, 289 engine. Good
condition. 753-1497 or 489-2570.
NINETEEN ACRES-13 ten!' -1971 VOLKSWAGEN Fastbackdable 
-6 wooded - two year old Sedan. $1,000. Call 436-2174,house
-farrowing house. (Near 
South Pleasant Grove). Wilson
Real Estate, 753-3263, Ronnie 1971 FORD RANGER pickup,
438-4567, Loretta 753-6079, Ron with topper, $1500.00, call 437-
753-1607, Wayne 753-5086_ __.4337.
BY OWNER -32 acres, brick
house, good well and well
house, tool shed, tobacco barn,
stock barn. at Lynn Grove.
435-4564
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup ,
power steering, brakes and air
conditioning, 39000 miles,
82500.00. Call 436-2584.
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coach-
man, Trail Star, Fold down,
mque, Good nsed trailers,4
mile east of 68 and 641 in-
tersection. Draffinville, Ks
Phone 527-7807.
51. Services Offered
CARPETS CLEANED or in-
stalled. Expert workmanship
guaranteed on installation
Free estimate 436-2124 or 436-
2415.
JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m or after 5 p iii
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,
any type of home im-
provements_ Free estimates
436-5840.
BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING,
landscaping, gravel hauling.
Myrtle Brenneman. Call 436-
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN-
Prompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
shop (old ice plant). Complete
remodeling,  and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish car-
pentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
EXPERIENCED PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
EXPERIENCED ELEC-
TRICIAN needs work. All
types wiring, also main-
tenance and repair. All work
guaranteed.Call night or day
480-2133.
IS YOUR
BUSINESS FOR SALE?
For Fast Confidential
Service Call 471-1930
Or Write
BYERFINDER
SYSTEM Sikeston, Mo.
GRAVEL HAULING,
driveways, storage sheds,
small cabins, concrete work,
general contracting. Call 436-
6330,
53. Feed And Seed
WHEAT STRAW will deliver.
Call 753-4820.
54. Free Column
PUPPIES, PART Border Collie
and Great Dane make good
guard dogs. Phone 753-2350
after 3:00 p.m.
::*:*::*:*::exca::*:Ext:tioccaCcotoics
Spare Time Income
Refilling and collecting money from NEW TYPE high.
quality coin-operated dispensers in your area. No selling. To
qualify you must have car, references, $800 to $4000 cash.
Partial financing available. Three to seven hours weekly can
net excellent monthly income. More full time. For person inal -
terrain write MULTI-VEND INC., DEPT. D., 561 Lincoln Aro., Pit-
tsburgh, Pa. 15202 or call Collect 412-931-4993. When writing
please include your phone number.
Cleaning Time
We can professionally steam clean your carpet, 1
Now Is Spring
For Information of Free Estimates
Call 753-0359.- 24 hours a day
PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Feb. 8, 1975, 1:00 P.M.
Forry-Morse Suedes.
I Block off 45-51 By-Pass
hilton. K. .502472-3 WO
19 Automobiles
I - 1970 Ford Window Von
5 • 1971 Ford Station Morons
13 • 1971 Fowl Modem Vans 6 Cylinder
INSPECTION Interested dealers and Indeviduals are invited to on
specl thes• automobiles at the Ferry-Mors. Parking Lot between
It 00a m S 12 30p m on day of sole
TERMS Cosh or good personalized check accepted (Complete Set
'lenient Day of Sole)
SALE War be held msld• if adverse weather conditions •xrsf
REGISTER For free drawings to be heid theong the sole
Co. Rubert Ainley
Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker
South Fulton, Tennessee 479-3723
Planning an Auction? Call us collect
Buy 8 Self "The Ainley Auction Way'
.0 toes
11- 0111. togg
tometootoefte.„
A111111111,1111 winnow* siersiellk 111111
-7 Vans In Stock -
6 cylinder, fixed rear door glass , auxiliary seat, 3 speed iransmission, stock No. 239
Starting at $3,58215
kills Wore Tow Ivy
Tosilor Chevrolet -
See Hugh Wright, Jerry Boyd, J. H. Nix
441 South 753-2617
Www
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Deaths and Funerals
Brother Of Murray
Man Dies Friday
At Medical Center
Charlie Marvin Horton,
brother of Clarence Horton of
Murray, died Friday at 10:30 p.
m. at the North Mississippi
Medical Center. He was a
resident of the Unity Corn-
muruty near Saltillo, Miss.
Mr. Horton, age 77, had made
his home with his daughter,
Mrs. Archie Coggins and Mr.
Coggins of Sakai° for the past
eight years.
The deceased was a retired
farmer, a member of the
Saltillo United Methodist
Church, and a 50 year member
of Woodmen of the World. He
was married in 1916 to Ervie
Meeks, who survives.
Mr. Horton is survived by his
wife and daughter of Saltillo,
Miss.; two grandchildren, Mrs.
Peggy Smith of Saltillo, Miss.,
and PN-1 Charles Coggins of U.
S. Navy in Italy; two great
grandaughters; three sisters,
Mrs. Essie Sheppard of Tupelo,
Miss., Mrs. Lillie Lemon of
Saltillo, Miss., and Mrs. Clara
Coggins of Poteau, Olda.; three
brothers, Bob Horton of Tupelo,
Miss., 13azle Horton of Mem-
phis, Tenn., and Clarence
Horton of Murray.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the Unity
Baptist Church, Saltillo, with
Rev. George Muse and Rev.
Eugene Long officiating. Burial
was in the Unity Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Gene
Franks, Jewel Smith, Elwood
Price, John Jones, Herbert
Bryant, Purdom Lovett, J. W.
Horton, and Carlton Horton.
A. L McCullough
Dies Monday With
Rites Wednesday
A. L. McCullough of Whitlock,
Term., died Monday at 9:30 p.
m. at the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Term. He was
76 years of age.
The deceased was retired
from the Kentucky-Tennessee
Clay Company and was a
member of the Church of Christ.
He and his wife, Mrs. Ruth
Kendall McCullough, who
survives, were married in 1923.
Born October 29, 1898, in Henry
County, Tenn.. he was the son of
the late Robert McCullough and
Minnie Adams McCullough. '
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
McCullough, Whitlock, Tenn.
two daughters, Mrs. Walter
Jackie ) Waterfield of Murray
and Mrs. Owen (Betty) Vaughn
of Paris, Tenn.; three sisters,
Mrs. Emma Steele of Murray,
Mrs. Noble Simmons arid Mrs.
Otis Jackson. both of Hazel; one
brother, John McCullough of
Hazel; one grandson, Owen Lee
Vaughn, Jr.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with burial
to follow in the Birds Creek
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home
Services Are Today
For Mrs. Johnson
Final Rites Being
Held For Mrs. Linn
The funeral for Mrs. Bessie
Opal Lum is being conducted by
Rev. David Brasher today at
one p.m. at the chapel of the
Linn Funeral Home, Benton,
with burial to follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Linn, age 89, died
Sunday at 10:15 a.m, at the
Hilltop Rest Home, Kuttawa.
Her husband, Bob Linn, died in
April 1970. She was a member of
the Flint Baptist Church and
was the daughter of the late
For= and Ella Cooper Clark of
Calloway County.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Burt McCain of
Benton and Mrs. Evalena
Lumbers of Durand, Mich.; two
sons, Otis of Frernont, Ind., and
James of Maitland, Fla.; sister,
Mrs. Ruth Henson of Detroit,
Mich.; two brothers, Oakland
Clark of Port Richie, Fla., and
Winburn Clark of Holiday, Fla.;
thirteen grandchildren; twenty-
four great grandchildren;
eleven great great grand-
children.
Glen Rogers Dies
This Morning At
The Age Of 45
Glen Rogers of Murray Route
Seven, Lynn Grove Community,
died suddenly this morning of
an apparent heart attack. He
was 45 years of age.
The Calloway man was a
member of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. He was employed by
the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company on February
24, 1969, and was named as a
clerk in the Maintenance
Department on July 16, 1973,
until the layoff at the plant on
November 29, 1974.
Mr. Rogers and his wife, the
former Hilda Jo McCamish,
who survives, were married
June 3, 1950. Born December 8.
1929, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Johnny
Rogers and Ima Wilkins
Rogers.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Rogers, two daughters, Mrs.
Michael Beverly.) Shelton and
Miss Lisa Rogers, one son,
Michael Glen Rogers, one
granddaughter, Kimberly Jo
Shelton, and one brother,
Eugene Rogers, all of Murray
Route Seven; two sisters, Mrs.
Robert L. (Freda) Burton of
- Murray Route Six and Mrs. I.
0. (Elsie) Crist of Lakeland,
. . Funeral arrangements are
incomplete but friends may call
at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home after ten a.m. on Wed-
nesday.
Funeral services for Mrs. W.
W. (Jennie ) Johnson are being
held today at two p.m. at the
First Baptist Church, Clay, with
Dr. Richard Harrington of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
100F Cemetery there.
Mrs. Johnson, age 80, died
Sunday at five a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband died in
1969.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. J. D. (Inez)
Rayburn of Murray, one son, W.
Wayne Johnson of Georgetown,
and three grandchildren, Mrs.
Harvey Shrout, Christopher
Wayne Johnson. and Jay
Rayburn.
Funeral Thursday
For Mr. Scruggs
The funeral for Herman
Scruggs will be held Thursday
at 1:30 p. m. at the chapel of the
Rutledge Funeral Home with
Rev. C. E. Timberlake of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Wednesday from seven to
nine p. m. the wake will be held
at the Rutledge Funeral Home.
Mr. Scruggs, age 81, died
'Saturday. at 8:50 p. m. at the
Driven Nursing Home, Owen-
--ilborrr-ntr-13 Itinlved by-nne
nephew, LO-ii • M-CCe hee 61
Detroit, Mich., and several
cousins.
CANDIDATE — Dr. James B.
Graham of Bowling Green,
announced Friday that he will
be a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for
superintendent of public
instruction. He serves as
superintendent of Bowling
Green schools.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Solon Pat Darnell Now Assistant Americans Fare Further
Regional Manager At Atlanta
Solon Pat Darnell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Solon Darnell of
Murray, is now with the Atlanta
Regional Office of the U. S.
General Accounting as
Assistant Regional Manager.
Darnell joined the Detroit
Regional Office in 1959, and his
fifteen years of experience has
involved numerous and varied
technical assignments, special
e411
Solon Pat Darnell
projects, and participation in
practically every facet of
regional office administration,
said M. Colbs, regional
manager of the Atlanta office.
The former Murray man
received a Meritorious Service
Award for his exceptional
performance in recruiting and
training in June 1963, and a
Career Development Award in
1967. Since 1970, as Detroit's
regional reviewer, he has been
responsible for appraising and
approving the region's written
products.
Dexter-Hardin
Church Plans
Study Thursday
The Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church will begin a
series of studies on "Un-
derstanding Human Behavior"
on Thursday, February 6, from
5:30 to seven p.m.
Dr. Hecht S. Lackey Ph.D.
will lecture on the subject,
"Communication Within the
Family," Dr. Paul W. Schaper
M. D., on "The Need For
Emotional Health While
Physically Ill;" Dr. David C.
Roos, Murray First Christian
Church minister, "The Church
and the Disturbed Person."
Following the lectures a
--period -of duscussion will be
held. Questions may be asked
Stsd thc par.e.1 will deal. with
each question or questions
may be directed to anyone of
the panel for discussion.
Following the evening service
refreshments will be served in
the church educational
building. Nursery facilities will
be provided.
The public is invited to attend,
said Rev. John Churchwell,
church pastor.
Federal State Market News
Service February 4, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes Nine
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 363 Est. 500
Barrows & Gilts steady to 50
cents lower Sows steady to 50
cents lower, with most declined
on weights over 400.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $38.00438.50
US 1-3 190-240 lbs. $37.75438.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 637.00437.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $36.50437.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-31bs- $32.00433.00
Piano Recital Set
For Sunday Afternoon
Pippa Downing of Louisville,
a senior at Murray State
University with an area in
music education, will present a
senior piano recital on the
campus Sunday, Feb. 9.
Scheduled at 3:30 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, her
program will include works by
J. Schobert, Beethoven, Brah-
ms, Debussy and Tcherepnin.
Miss Downing, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Downing
of 2224 Lower Hunters Trace in
Louisville, is a member of
Sigma Alpha Iota women's
professional music fraternity
and served as vice-president of
the pledge class in 1972.
She is the publicity chairman
and missions chairman of the
Baptist Student Union on the
campus and served during 1972-
73 as vice-president of Alpha
Lambda Delta women's
honorary scholarship society.
Louisville Editor
To Speak To SDX
Jim Ausenbaugh, state editor
of the Louisville Courier-
Journal will be the speaker for
the monthly meeting of Sigma
Delta Chi at 6 p m Wednesday
in Wilson Hall Ill
Ausenbaugh, who is in charge
of the news bureaus throughout
.4,16-14,350-4504bis-431.9048*.80--itio•-wthth -for -the- Fourier-
t1S 1-3 450450 $34 50433.50— Journal-. will speak'ist "The'
Is 2_3 300_500 itai $30 00-s31.00 Role of the Editor In Today's
Boars $25.00427.50. Newspaper."
Darnell graduatbd with high
distinction from Murray State
University in June 1959 with a
Bachelor of Science degree in
business administration and
was named outstanding senior
student in business. He has
membership in the Federal
Government Accountants
Association, authoring and co-
authoring articles for The GAO
Review (1967 and 1974).
He married the former Lida
Waldrop, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Burie Waldrop of Murray,
twenty-four years ago, and they
are now residing in Decatur,
Ga. Their son, David Kevin
Darnell, age 19, is a sophomore
at Cedarville College, a private
school near Dayton, Ohio.
Fire Destroys
Cabana Club
In Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — An
early morning fire destroyed
the Cabana Club Tuesday, with
estimates of the loss ranging
from 2300,000 to $1 million.
Fire Chief Leon Dodge said
the blaze, reported about 1:35
am., hit the kitchen, dining
room
' 
_lounge, all the offices
and part of the convention cen-
ter.
Dodge estimated the loss at
$300,000 to $500,000 while the
club's assistant manager, John
Teas, said it might run in ex-
cess of $1 million.
Teas said the club was closed
Monday and no one was in the
building.
He also indicated the owner,
Charles E. Story, planned to
rebuild the club, first opened in
1961.
The Cabana was closed in
1964, reopened a few months
later, was shut down again in
1966, and reopened in 1971.
Originally, the one-story build-
ing's facilities included a 16-
lane bowling alley that later
yielded to a convention center,
with a seating capacity of
about 1,300 persons.
Story, who also owns a con-
struction firm, acquired the
property from Memphis busi-
nessman Charles Kittle in the
1960s.
Federal Judge
Mac Swinford
Dies Monday
CYNTHIANA, Ky AP _
Mac Swinford, the nation's sec-
ond oldest federal judge in
point of service, died Monday
evening after suffering an ap-
parent heart attack. He was 75.
Swinford, who had been con-
ducting court in Covington, be-
came ill and was removed to a
Cincinnati hospital where he
died.
He had served as a federal
judge since 1937. Outranking
him by a few days is Harold P.
Burke of the Western District
of New York, who was appoint-
ed on June 18, 1937.
Swinford was chief judge for
the Eastern District of Ken-
tucky from 1963 to 1969 when he
relinquished the title because
he had reached 70.
rnc I▪ All1.1 %/41%/111
Of Standard Of Living, Ford Says
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Americans face further erosion
of their standard of living,
higher unemployment and per-
petually higher energy costs,
President Ford's economic re-
port to Congress said today.
"The American economy was
built on the basis of low-cost
energy ... this era has now
come to an end," Ford said in
a message accompanying the
report.
The report also said the de-
cline in the nation's economy
was so steep in the fourth quar-
ter of last year that the admin-
istration cannot promise a
quick rebound in the nation's
economy this year.
But the President's Council of
Economic Advisers, which pre-
pared the report, still expects
the economy will "move on to
the road to recovery" in the
second half of 1975, following
another steep decline with high
unemployment and high in-
flation in the first half.
"The most pressing concern
of policy is to halt the decline
in production and employment
so that growth of output can re-
sume and unemployment can
be reduced," they said.
But the report left no doubt
that the Ford administration
has given up hope of bringing
world oil prices anywhere near
the lower prices of just 18
months ago. In fact, Ford said
most domestic oil is at "arti-
ficially low prices" that must
be raised.
Weekend. . .
(Continued from Page 1
America. He won the Gover-
nor's State Award for Com-
munications in conservation
and has received two first place
awards for excellence in ad-
vertising for his conservation
messages.
Also featured on this year's
program are Terrance Ingram,
Executive Director of Eagle
Valley Environmentalists, Inc.,
aUthor and well-known wildlife
photographer; James Bailey, a
forerunner in the field of con-
servation education now with
the Tennessee Department of
Conservation; and Dr. Clell
Peterson, a noted western
Kentucky ornithologist and
professor at Murray State
University.
Guided field trips to Land
Between The Lakes to observe
majestic bald and golden eagles
that visit the area in the winter
will highlight the weekend's
activities. The eagles are
among the most spectacular
winter slaiiors to tins 170,C100-
acre recreation area. Par-
ticipants in the weekend will be
guided along the quiet, wooded
coves of Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley, which are
favorite eagle haunts. Par-
ticipation in the field trips will
be limited to the first 200 people
registered.
Preregistration for this
weekend is suggested.
Registration forms and ad-
ditional information are
available from Land Between
The Lakes, TVA, Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond,
Kentucky 42231. Reservations
should be made through Ken-
tucky Dam Village State Resort
Park, Gilbertsville, Kentucky
42044.
His advisers said some pro-
tection must be established to
keep domestic prices high
enough to protect new in-
vestment in other costly energy
sources.
The consequences of the high-
er energy prices will mean fur-
ther hardship for Americans,
the report said.
"A reduction in standards of
living and potential output corn-
Loan Funds
Expected For
MSU Students
Loan funds are expected to be
available for the summer term
of 1975 for eligible students at
Murray State University who
are seeking assistance through
the National Direct Student
Loan (NDSL) Program.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray
State, said students must have
loan applications for the
summer term on file in the
Student Financial Aid Office by
March 1. He emphasized that a
separate application is required
for NDSL assistance during the
summer.
The National Direct Student
Loan Program provides the
largest source of loan funds
administered by the university.
Loans are made at three per-
cent interest and interest begins
to accrue nine months after the
borrower leaves school.
Both- undergraduate and
graduate students enrolled for
at least a one-half academic
credit loan are eligible to apply.
To qualify, an applicant must
establish a need for financial
assistance as determined by
federal guidelines and
regulations and show evidence
of academic promise.
S. G. Hale, fiscal officer in the
Student Financial Aid Office,
said NDSL repayments are
made on a quarterly schedule
over a 10-year period, with the
first obligation due one year
after leaving school. Deferment
or repayment can be given to
borrowers who choose to con-
tinue their education or who
choose military., Peace Corps,
or VISTA service.
Teachers in special education
or in designated poverty areas
may have a percentage of their
loan repayment obligation
canceled each year—with
cancellation of the entire loan,
plus interest, possible in five
years.
All transactions during the
obligation period are handled
by the Student Financial Aid
Office. Further inquiries about
the NDSL Program or requests
for application forms should be
directed to: Student Financial
Aid Office, Administration
Building, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071,
( telephone 502 762-2546).
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.0,
no change. Below dam 321.3, up
1.0.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.1, no
change. Below dam 325.6, up
0.8.
Sunset 5:24, sunrise 6:57.
Moon sets 12:02 p. m., rises
Tuesday 2:46 a. m.
pared to what we would other-
wise enjoy is inevitable ..."
the report said, although it
added that the economic and
energy program is designed to
hold such effects to a min-
imum.
Like Ford's $349 billion fiscal
1976 budget that was submitted
to Congress Monday, the 384-
page economic report painted a
gloomy outlook for the econo-
my.
Ford, who refused to recog-
nize the economy was in a re-
cession until two months ago,
said in the first words of his
message, "The economy is in a
severe recession. Unemploy-
ment is too high and will rise
higher."
Unemployment is expected to
rise to an average 8 per cent in
1975, up from an average 5.6
per cent in 1974. Ford said de-
spite this, the nation must live
with higher unemployment than
it would like because of the
danger of inflation.
"It is vital that we look be-
yond the unemployment prob-
lem to the need to achieve a
reduction in inflation not only
in 1975 but also in 1976 and be-
yond," Ford said.
Ford:s advisers also pre-
dicted: -
—A decline in real economic
output — as measured by the
Gross National Product — of
about 3 per cent on top of the
2.2 per cent decline last year.
—Inflation, as measured by
the GNP, of 11 per cent, al-
though declining from a mid-
year high to a rate of about 7
per cent in the fourth quarter.
Coal. . .
(Continued from Pagel)
the coal research field ahead of
most states, starting in 1972
with an effort to find a way to
make the high-sulfur coal of
western Kentucky environmen-
tally acceptable.
Then in 1974, with the energy
crisis, former Gov. Wendell
Ford persuaded the General
Assembly to commit up to $50
million over a five-year period
for research projects on con-
verting coal to gas and oil.
The liquefaction plant ap-
proved for the Catlettsburg
area last year was a direct re-
sult of that effort.
Ford also committed the
state to contribute $3 million
for preliminary engineering on
a coal-gasification pilot plant
with Texas Gas Transmission
Corp. of Owensboro. If massive
federal funding were provided
later, the state then would
spend up to $32 million more on
it.
All the projects envisage the
state's getting some of its mon-
ey back if the projects ever be-
come cornmerically operable.
MURRAY PWP
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will have a
family supper tonight
I Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at
Lindy's.
SIP STOCK MARKET*
Prices of stocks of local in-
terest at noon today furnished to
the Ledger & Times by I. M.
Simon Co. are as follows
Airco
Amer Motors
Ashland Oil
AT. &T.
Boise Cascade
Fairchild Camera
Ford
Gen. Motors
Gen Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith
Prices of stook of local in-
terest at noon, EDT, today,
furnished to the Ledger & Times
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W. R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
GAF Corp.
Campbell Soup
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Holiday Inn
Disney
Franklin Mint
26 tine
46% +%
23% -1/4
251/2 -1/4
39% -1/4
11 -%
31% -1
36% -1/4
29% +%
28% -%
14% +%
7% -%
30% tuse
14% -½
Animals Featured
At Story Hours
Story Hours held at the
Calloway County Public
library each Wednesday will
feature programs on animals
and birds throughout the month
of February.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Koch,
owners of Pet World, will bring
some of their animals each
week to share with the children.
Wednesday, February 5, the
book and film, "Sleepy Heads,"
will be featured, and birds and
frogs from Pet World will be
presented.
The morning story hour at ten 
a. m. is for children, ages three
through five, and the afternoon
story hour at three p. m. is for
ages six through eight.
How to
hear
better
Free
Book
gives iactsP A
Today's most common,
hearing problem can be
helped. A fact-filled booklet,
by a prominent Professor of
Audiology, gives full details
on what can be done.
Write for "The Truth About
Nerve Deafness." No cost.
No obligation./.7.1ezzliweesoN
Dept. 2367, ZF
4201 W. Victoria St., -64„,,*1
Chicago, Ill., 60646
BOONE'S
Winter Special
Through the month of February
brighten up your home while our
Professional
CARPET &
DRAPERY
CLEANING
OFF150/
0 Reg.
Price
* Free Estimates *
753-2552 BOONE'S
& Main
6th &_Paplat
5 Point%
753-2552
LAUNDRY-4 CLEANERS --mom 
'Ihe liry Ave.
PHYSICIANS LAB ASSISTANT
A Paramedic Course
TAUGHT EVENINGS ONLY
Monday, Tues.& Thurs.- 6 P.M.
Until 10 P.M.
NINE MONTH DIPLOMA COURSE
COURSE OUTLINE IIKIUDB F0LLOW1N6 SUBJECTS
Anatomy & Physiology-Hematology
Medical Science-Medicol Terminology
First Aid-Medical Office Procedures
Typing-Grammor & Psychology-Etc
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS CALI OR WRITE
DRAUGHONS BUSINESS COLLEGE
• 211I N. 5th ST PADUCAH, KY 42001
*** PHONE 443-8478
NAME PHONE 
ADDRESS' 
CITY STATE ZIP
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